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PREFACE 
A casual remark by Dr. Ross J .. Griffith, President of North-
"Vm:Jt Christian College, in a private conference ·with the author of 
this biography, st:i.mulated the study of ·l:;he life and vmrk of Eugene 
c. Sanderson, founder of Bible colleges, humanitarian, educator, and 
scholar. That casual remark -vras merely a statement to the effect 
that the JJ.fe of Eugene Sanderson would be an interesting topic of 
reSf)archo That such a st1.1dy would be interesting :is a sizeable 
understa.tem.ento l't; became almost fascinating. 
The au·thor has some definite limitations in producing such 
a v10rke Firs·t, he had never kno-;m or seen the subject., This, hov;-
ever, could lead to a certain objectivity of approach ·which is in 
iwelf advantageous.. But, since the material available is so limited 
as to actual records, and the nmnber of people still living who 
knntt1 Dr. Sanderson personally are fev1 in number, it has led to some 
difficulty. The nature and particular approach which the author 
desires to make in this study demands a great deal of source material 
especially in the "behind the scene1t category. The availab:il:ity of 
such material is quite restricted. 
Within the confines of the Brotherhood of Christian Churches 
are four Bible colleges which exist as a result of the work and 
vision of Eugenfj c. Sanderson. They are hcrr;! today and have 
graduated hundreds of min:isters who serve in the churches o.f the 
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Brotherhood. Survival pattern means someth:Lngo Some of the enter-
prises begun by Dr. Sanderson flourished, Vianed and diedo But, 
these inst.i tutions which make a great contribution to the thinking 
and life of the Brotherhood stand and are progressing today., The 
man whose vision led to their founding is worthy of our note and 
appreciat:ione His name should not be lost nor forgotten by those 
who owe their education and early training to those institutions 
and to men and women who have pa.id so highly for their grow·th and 
perpetuation .. 
In gather:ing mat;erial for this dissertation there has been 
the necessity of sifting from it t-wo extreme vlews about Dr., 
Sanderson. The way in which some people were financially involved 
in the University during the economic disaster of 1929 and 1930 
made it extremely difficult for the informat:ton gathered to be 
other than subjective and emotional., Furthermore, the development 
of ·the Bible University came in an era when the Brotherhood itself 
was undergoing a marked struggle in its theological thinking and its 
organizat;ional arrangement. It. seems reasonably clear to the author 
that there would necessarily be two e:i..rtreme vievrn about Dr. Sandersono 
It depended upon which emphasis the critic took in the above men-
tioned theological, financial and organizational matters. Some 
considered Sanderson to have been potentially the greatest man in 
the United States and that he would have been but for the national 
economic disaster., One can appreciate this vievr if he truces the 
privilege of surmising what vmuld have happened if Sanderson ts world 
wide vision had not met its economic defeat., On the other hand, 
there vrnre ·those who regarded him vd. th severe disrepute-that he vras 
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:Lntoxicated vri th pO'uer and money, a victim of his own egotism., 
However, one can learn from friends as well as enemies .. 
There is no endeavor on the part of the author to make a psycho-
analysis of Dean Sanderson, nor to justify his mistakes or glamorize 
his good.. Neither is there any effort to reconcile the two extreme 
vievrs of his person.. However, the attempt is being made to reveal 
the characteristics, person, and being of Eugene C., Sanderson.. Our 
plan is to confine the treatment to description and elucidation 
rather than interpretation and analysis. No particular effort is 
made to present a chronological history of the School. 'rhat work 
has been adequately and previously done by a competent viri ter and 
is incidental to our purpose. 
The unfolding of our purpose will be presented in five 
chapters. The titles of the chapters are explanatory of their 
contents vli th the exception of Chapter I, the Introduction. The 
design there is to describe some o.f Sanderson 1 s characteristics as 
they were rooted in his boyhood and revealed throughout his l:i.fe. 
These examples assist in depicting his person and concurrently lead 
to a better portrc:.iture and greater appreciation of his actions. 
The fourth chapter does not unfold chronologically as the preceding 
chapters do. 'There is merely an effort to revie";r his vrri tings and 
certain incidents to give insight and to expose his position and 
thinkin~r as a teacher and ·theologian. 
0 
'There are several sourees of contribution for this wo1~k to 
which the author would Uke to direct the attention of the readero 
The author is especially grateful to all who returned ans-uer to 
correspondence concerning questions about the subject. Individual 
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recognition should, however, be given to men who contributed lengthy 
and detailed information in written form: Walter L. 1Ayers, Secretary 
of the California Christian Home, who had such an inti.mate relation 
t.o the College in its inner workings over such a long period of 
time; C.H. Phillips, President of Puget Sound College of the Bible, 
who vn:"o·te in detail of his knowledge and experience vri th Dean 
Sanderson; Elmer Ae Patterson, long time secretary to the School. 
Vf e wish to express thanks also to all those ·who were so patient and 
kind to spend time in interview·• 
In addition to the above expressions we must not omit the 
office staff of Northwest Christian College for the permission to 
go through the old books of minutes and scrapbooks o:f the School. 
Miss Hazel Oliver, librarian of Northwest Christian College, was 
most gracious in assisting in gathering important data and guiding 
the author to direct source material. Our thanks go also to Martha 
Ae Goodrich, author of the excellent unpublished work nHistory of 
Northwest Christian College" which vras an invaluable source for the 
author in grasping an over-all picture of the School's histor·.re 
The personal collection of clippings and articles of Hov1ard F. 
Hutchins, Oregon City, Oregon was a valuable source of material. 
The Board of Central Christian Church, Walla Walla, YTashington, of 
which the author is pastor, has been most, kind to allow time from 
many pastoral demands to make this studye Mrs. George Patterson, 
secretary of Central Christian Church needs comnendation for making 
it possible to study for uninterrupted periods of time and for 
assisting in much correspondence. 
The aids which the author's major professor, Professor Frank 
s 
Albert, has given is gratefully acknowledged.. The difficulties of 
c01mnuting from Indiana to Washington have been many. His patience 
and h:i.s encouragement have been sincerely appreciated. 
Finally, a word should be spoken in behalf o:f the author's 
life companion for her patience and hard work in putting this 
dissertation in its excellent typewritten form. 
It is to be regretted that a number of sources from which 
important information could have been received were unable to make 
their contribution because of physical incapacities., Yet, enough 
has been made available for a most interesting study. 
The labor necessary to make this study has been sufficiently 
compensated if for no other reason than its interesting nature and 
the inspiration vmich it has given the author. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Little is knovm vihat potentials reside hidden and undeveloped 
in the life of a newborn, helpless babeo Neither his destiny nor 
the destinies of those whom he influences is known. Only the child 
of prophetic predictio11 fits into a knmm pattern and then much is 
inexplicable. 
Not all 'twrigs of humanity are bent in the directions in 
which the vicissitudes of lii'e blovr. A £ew resist, standing straight, 
notwithstanding the gale. By resistance this elite minority enter 
into nevr dimensions of life's experiences and take on characteristics 
peculiar--toughness of fibre, ruggedness in struggle, vital in 
movement, dramatic in appearance, unbowed in defeat. 
Some men not only "stand in the gap" but initiate beginnings 
whose succeeding motions stir the world.. In their vocabulary there 
is no room for the word "quit".. Defeats are never more than temporary 
handicaps. Failures are usable difficulties. Some men's visions 
never dim.. If the cloud of today's difficulty was too dark and too 
thick so that the light could not penetrate faith's eyes saw the 
blade, flower, full grain, and harvest tomorrow in the seed planted 
yesterday.. And what if the fruition of labors does not come in this 
generation? Little matter; they will in the next, or the next. And 
this is eternal business being considered. 
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There are some men who protect the rearguard; others advance 
and pioneer vr.i:th the vanguard.. They live almost beyond their timeo 
So far in fact that misunderstanding and criticism come easily., And, 
unfortunately, existing social, economic, and cultural conditions 
do not conta.i.n the elements in order that t;.hese ideas and VlOrk of 
these men can .find firm footing-at least in their mm time. Their 
work is surl"ounded, almost swallow·ed up, un-liil more favorable con-
di tions arise. Then they spr-lng forth and bear fruit. 
In a large sense the above paragraphs are descriptive of the 
life nn6 work of Eugene Claremont Sanderson. He was definitely of 
that minority group of which we have spoken. In the succeeding 
pages will be some material, although limited, which has led to the 
above mentioned descriptions., 
Surely the ponderings in the heart of the pa.rents of young 
Eugene contained a hope~a hope undoubtedly in the hearts of every 
parent--that this second child and first son would make a contribution 
to the welfare of humankind vrorthy of note., On March 2h, 1859 in 
Greensville, Ohio, this personality crune on the scene of human 
affairs whose li.f e indelibly marked the history of the Christian 
Church in the Northvrest., and then directly and indirectly, through-
ou·t the entire vrorld., 
Only a. f E!'•T generalities are known about the mother and fa th er 
of Eugene, Mr. and Mrse David Sanderson.. They were plain folk, hard 
"l'iOrking, stable, kindly, and Christian. Mrsa Sander~on, nee Eleanor 
D. Fagen, was of Scotch-Irish ancestry. Blacksmith David Sanderson 
was of Scotch descent. Both were natives of Ohio.,1 
laregon State (Journal, February 24, 1924. 
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vThen he Yms one year old the f'amily, .father, mother, and 
older sister, moved from Ohio to Davis County, Iowa where the rest 
of his younger years through the teens was spent.. Here his Uf e was 
moulded and fasfrl.oned into the basi.c characteristics which held 
throughout the rent of' his eighty yea.rse-
Blacksmithing is a muscle builder.. Eugene must have inherited 
from his f'ather the physique '\'Thi ch befit the trade., Almost ideall~y 
proportioned physically he was fit for vigorous, tireless effort.s 
in labor. Slightly on the blocky s:i.de, he was five feet eight or 
nine inches tall with broad, powerful shoulders.. He never abused 
his body so each day he could, and did, give ma.x:lmum effort and 
energy to his work. · The disciplines of hard work taught him the 
necessities of' good habits in exercise, f'ood and rest. Meticulous 
in keeping a schedule of work and rest he excused himseJj~, almos-t 
vfi thout except,ion regardless of the occasion, from any meeting to 
retire at ten and rise at sixo In later years he admonished his 
students on many occasions about proper care of the "temples of the 
Holy Spirit11 .. To his class he said, "Young people I have never 
missed an appointment. due to sickness in over thirty years. But 
young people, I have never abused my Heavenly Father's goodness to 
me.nl Only on rare occasions did he even suffer the common cold 
although his daughter died of the flu during the epidemic at the 
time of World War I. He went tlu·ough the epidemic unscathed., When 
h:ts duties shifted more from the physical to mental he still main-
11etter from C.H .. Phillips, President of Puget Sound College 
of the Bible, Seattle, Washington, October 22, 1956. 
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tain.ed his physical fitness by cons:lstent and regulm· ex.ercise each 
morriing wi t.h weight lift:ing in his ovm. home. The vigorous, well-
regul~ted life paid off in a youthful appearance in his older life., 
Students, as well as his associates, admired his well-preserved 
body., His stam:tna and activeness could not go unnoticed or un-
appreciated.. They furnished good material for comment on many 
occasion. 
'l'he early exposure of Eugene to the doctrines and principles 
o:f the Christian faith built a basis of firm Christian convictions 
in the young lade At the age of five his mother died but soon his 
father too~ to vd.fe a wid~a, a Y.rse Inskeep, with one son. She must 
have been a good woman, firmly rooted in the practices of the Christian 
religion. Tne succeeding events so vividly portray that she was a 
"worthy vroman"e Six more children, three boys and three girls, were 
born into the Sanderson family thus making n:lne in the one house-
hold. The days were filled w:i.th a great deal of activity, most of 
"lrVhich vras hard vrork.. But no day was complete until the family had 
paused in its activities to give attent:i.on and study to the Word 
of God in family worship. 
In those days the itinerary minister ccme to the church only 
once a montha The Sandersons, even though a large family, opened 
their home to the traveling preachers.. There in that home many 
ministers spread the seed of the \'ford and it fell on fertile ground. 
The fellowship with these unknown mim.sters proved to be most en-
riching when two half-brothers of Eugene became ministers of the 
Gospel. One is still living in Syracuse, Nevr York as of 1956, a 
10 
strong ninet,y years olde 1 
For four years David Sanderson stayed with his trade as a 
blacksm.i·th after his vrlfe died. He then moved his family to the 
farm. Husky nine year old "E.C .. 11 (as he was later called by his hali'-
sister) ·was a bashful boy, almost backward in his social relations. 
But he was never timid about working. At nine he was in the field 
behind a plow and a team of horses. To him work was not drudgery. 
He loved the out-of-doors. His closeness to the earth acquainted 
him w:i.th the treasures in God's handiworko 
Doing chores, milking, chopping wood, gardening, raising 
stock all made him aware of what could be done with the eB.rth.. He 
could see beyond ·the rugged terrain to fields full of bountiful 
grain.. This taste of earth 1 s potential never was sta.isfied., When 
he moved to the vast resources of the Northwest he could see beyond 
the trees to sawmills, lrunber, houses, people, cities, factories 
and a myriad of opportunities. When he arrived in the Northwest 
the State of Oregon had less than a half. million people. Still 
Eugene could, and did, prophesy the tapping of those resources in 
mountain, valley and in the depths of the earth. But. his dreams 
never contained the mere development of those resources for material 
gain. They must be used in good stewardship for God., This concept 
made him plan great things, work tirelessly, and inspire men who in 
turn vrould channel this weal th to be used in ventures for good., 
Mr. Sanderson knew that men without faith in Christ would dissipate 
and waste the resources in war, pleasure, and uselessness. He could 
not, therefore, bear to see men without spiritual leadershipo When 
lLett•er from Mrs. Frona Simmons, Pocatello, Ida.ho, December 
5, 1956. 
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others relaxed their efforts and tended to maint.:d.n the status quo 
he drove on. The coming and growing up of the ·west meant the need 
for schools, clmrches, teachers, and leaders. '!'he Church of Christ 
nmst keep upi The forces of righteousness must not drag their 
f ee'tl Very few were concerned about churches in every village and 
town. The task was great but; he would shoulder his share of the 
load. 
What was happening in the Northwest was only a scale model 
of the world itself. Most of the world's natural resources were 
unused, at least. for good. Sanderson's plans and dreams .for the 
Northwest grevr to a comprehensive world-ride scheme. To him all of 
God's world should be evangelized, and he had a plan to effect it. 
In later years this obsession met wi·th thwarting circumstances and 
ultimately a temporary standstill rrhich led many to think of him as 
totally visionary .. 
This convi.ction of making the world Christian and developing 
the world's resources for God came early in his life., As the plmv 
horses stopped at tho end of the furrow to rest, this keen-minded 
lad took from his pocket a Bible and searched earnestly in the 
Word of God by reading, rereading, memorizing and meditating on the 
truths of the Scriptures.. The many solitary hours where only God's 
nat'Ure and God's revelation filled the atmosphere and his thinlr..ing 
brought deep conviction and vivid hopes to him. Evidently, he 
could see the design, organization and syrrmetry both in nature and 
revelat,ion because his personal lif'e, his thought-plans, and his 
projected plans were well-ordered and regulated., 
His sermons and speeches had a definite structure. The 
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presentation of ideas was classified and orderly arranged. There 
was a place for everything and everything was in its pla.ce~physically, 
mentally, morally, and spirituallye His organizational sense con-
tributed to good memory. What was learned was memorized because it 
was put in a pattern and could be easily recalledo Even to his 
dress he was fastidious in appearance. Some of his closest associates 
never sa:v1 him vii thout a stiff, starched collar. Seldom vro.s he with-
out a frock-coat and stripped pants.. At times his dignity was 
carried to the extreme. In the early years of Eugene Divinity 
School he was obliged to do the janitor work which he did in his 
formal attire, a practice which made him the object of many friendly 
jestso His vd.fe constantly tempered the eccentric dignity with 
humor and vdtty rebuke. On one occasion she issued a vdi'ely command 
to her husband who was movrlng the lawn in his clergy attire, "Eugene, 
come in and take off your hat and coat." He would not and to his 
embarrassment the f ollovr..ing day, when upon arri v.ing home, he found 
his 1rci.f e outside on a. step-ladder washing the windov;s and dressed 
in her best, evening gowne The rebuke was most pointed and effective. 
His dignity was punctured. Not until he was inside the house did 
his formality lose its composure and he exploded in laughter. He 
could not gaj.nsay the cleverness nor the logic of his wlfe' s 
reprj.mande This was only one of the many classic performances on 
the part of his good vdfe. 
Orderliness led to correctness in every detail. The pro-
cedures of offj.ce routine in the school took on a meticulous, machine-
l:i.ke characteristic e Even when the school began to decline in financial 
support as the depression descended upon the nation, President 
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Sanderson's passion for order led him to insist that checks be dravm 
on time though there was no money to meet them. The books must be 
kept up to date. Some of the creditors, mostly of the staff', would 
merely endorse ·the checks and turn them back to the Schoolo It was 
a. desperate effort to salvage a li tt.le time so that the things hoped 
for, v,rhich were sure to come, might meet the needs present and in 
arrearso But they never came. Of course, the desperate move did 
not contirme for long.. Dean Sooderson. would not think in terms of 
defeat., The cause was right.. He had no doubts regarding it., There 
was strength and perpetuating power in a well-designed, systematically 
organized program.. It vrould eventually pull througho He was convinced 
that it i'TOUldo 
His stateliness in carriage which grevr out of a strong 
feeling for order and system won from men their apprecj.ation and 
trust. They thought, 11Here is a man who has corrnnand of things. 
He knows; he's capable; he's efficient." They wanted to be a part 
of the enterprise which was sure to succeed under such able leader-
shipo He was a genius in using logic to vtln people. Not given to 
emotionalism, yet he could rise to heights which stirred men deeply8 
When he stood up to speak he began per.fectly poised with clear, 
moderate tone-orderly, calmly, with a sense of objectivity and 
purpose., Preliminaries were pertinent and brief e He would proceed 
"step by step in more earnest and profound heights until he would 
seem to tovrer above us vtl th convincing logic and convicting challenges 
that would vrl.n the decision in our minds in favor of his well-
studied convictions. nl 
ltetter from Elmer M. Patterson, Tm•ner Memorial Honie, Turner, 
Oregon, October 1956. 
This team-sincerity and logic-7rith whi.ch he was so greatly 
endovred pullE!d from his associates and co-workers the best of their 
talents and the utmost of their energies., It served the cause well 
for it enabled him to enlist and surround himself vrit.h many vrho 
became the spiritual giants of the Christian Churches in the North-
west. The load which he carried as a result of such a divergence 
of fields, plans, and schemes was almost staggering in scope; 
especially so when they developed in such a short timE!e But he could 
move quickly from one phase of work to another. The piercing logic 
with vrhich he operated, his povrers of clear perception could investigate 
a problem, analyze, and prescribe solutions with little or no 
deviation from the immediate subject. Unrelated topics, insi8nificant 
matters ·were not consideredo These were pushed aside and cut through 
so as not to encumber free thinking and action on the main subject 0 
At times the exercise of his penetrating povrer left some to think 
that their proposals and thinking had not been fairly or ful~y 
considered. Undoubtedly there were instances when this was true. 
Sanderson was so intent on accomplishing his purpose and vms 
so sure he was ·right that people were not allowed to stand in his 
wa·y. "Vfuen he was right, he vras right, and people who disagreed were 
wrong. 111 He considered his word the fj.nal one. Any person could be 
expended for his cause, and he considered no one more expendable 
than himself. He tried never to make a mistake but allowed others 
to make them for him. On the. basis of the experience of others' 
·---------·--------
lLetter from Harold Lo Humbert, Claremont, California, 
November 20, 1956. 
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mistakes he could then issue an authoritative statement .. 1 His 
tendency was to sweep people aside who did not agree.2 The strong 
sense of the rightness of his mission had no place in it for un-
questionable cooperation. 
On few occasions in faculty meetings President Sanderson 
v1ould ask opinions of the teachers on certain proposals" After it 
was discussed, and having listened patiently, he would close the 
matter by issuing straightforwardly the plan by which certain things 
v.rere to be done, contradictory to their suggestions or not. His 
sensitiveness to his entire program which was perceived in almost a 
timeless sense had a certain quality of infallibility to it. Nothing 
else could fito Consequently, nothing else was to be tolerated or 
inaugurated.. Some thought this dictatorial and were no doubt mildly 
justifiedo 
The complete absense of self-aggrandizement was the feature 
which redeemed the enterprise from the unsavory cas·t of dictatorship. 
The grand and holy purpose was to inspire, teach, and guide youne 
men and young women to become effective and dynamic elders, deacons, 
:missionaries, song leaders, evangelists and educated Christ.i.an 
leaders in the ChUl·ch of Christ in order to save a lost world. Dean 
Sanderson considered himself only a means to an end.3 Nevertheless, 
lrnterview with Mary Stevens Cook, Eugene, Oregon, July 25, 
1956 .. 
2rnterv:iew with Victor E. Hoven, Springfield, Oregon, July 
25, 1956. 
3patterson, ope cito 
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:ii; was difficult for many to make the distinction bet7lreen worldng 
"for" someone and 11with" someone for a cause and yet yield unhesitatingly 
to individual and private decisions wh:ich were issued with a stroke 
of determined finality. In the main, this element did not deter 
the progress of the cause because of the magnanimous characters who 
associated wl th and vrere chosen by him. They could st~e that. basically 
here was one who did not interpret his labors as "his work" but as 
"His work 11 .. 
What Eugene Sanderson was in private life he was in public 
li.fe.. He strove for consistency in every detail. No one within 
his association ever lost sight of the fact that he was a man whose 
whole being was wrapped up in and constantly aware of the import 0£ 
his calling and his relation to ito His conv:iction that he was ful-
filling a divine purpose a.nd commission never allowed him to relax 
an instant in maintaining the dignity and poise fitting to that 
calling. To him every office inherently carried w:i th it features 
which should be demonstrated by the person who filled it. To be 
othervrlse was to desecrate the office; consequently, he i,·ras always 
in cast and costume. He was the president of a Bible college on 
campus and off campuso "President" denoted honor, dignity, respect, 
qualification and complete consecration. Coupled with that came the 
designation "Biblen.. To a. man whose concept of Di vine Wr:L·t carried 
such high esteem a.nd reverence, it is little wonder that when the 
descriptive term 11Bible 11 was linked with his notion of 11Presidenttt 
it, vwuld result in Eugene Ce Sanderson, President of Eugene Bible 
University, being thoroughly consecrated to that role. He donned 
the robe of decorum as president and never took it off o ~nere was 
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no prof(msion or position that was peer to the President. of a Bible 
CoD.egeo It. demanded the best of anyone always .1 
'l'he esteem which the educators, editors, statesmen, and 
religious leaders both in the Northwest and the United S·t.ates gave 
to Dre Sanderson is graphic illustration that he "lived", not merely 
"played" his role well .. 
The unflinching self-discipline which present.ed E1.1gene 
Sanderson at all times as President of a Bible College "• ., e awed 
freshmen, did not so much effect sophomores, and gained the respect, 
even deep appreciation, of the seniors, especially those of more 
mature standing so far as years are concerned.112 One student who 
brought a Student Body grievance to the President regarding the use 
of athletic equipment purchased by the students felt that the 
President's arbitrary judgment was unjustifiedo He told the President 
so., The student was emphatical.ly ordered out. of the office. Many 
years later y1hen this same student reminded him of this episode 
Dre Sanderson said, "There is one thing as president, or chief 
executive tha·t one must never lose, that is the dignity of your 
o.ffice., To have allowed you to debate any judgment of mine would have 
been a concession I could no·t afford to make as president.113 
The de.f ects which can be discovered in this philosophy of 
an office and the methods of effecting it may be many, but Dre 
Sanderson's total commitment ·to his office was and is refreshing in 
the light of the discouraging aspects of those who use public offices 
for personal gain and as tools for base purposeso Those who knew 
lphillips, .2J?., cit. 3Ibid., 
-
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h:im best and were closest ·to him never caught a sinister motive i.n 
his thought or action.. They seemed to have an understanding ,vhich 
harmonized those elements which appeared contradictory to otherse 
In a.n address before a class in Homiletics, he assumed his 
characteristic pose which prefaced his most profound utterances and 
spoke solemnly to his students.. With his right hand inside the lapel 
of his coat, his left hand held high with open palm toward his 
audience, rising upon his toes and completely enamored 'Ytl th his 
subject-the Church-he said 110, young gentlemen, I beg of you, r 
implore, I beseech you, bevrare of the bishop in your sou1.nl The 
minds of his hearers reacted differently., It was strange to have 
words as these corning from one who so infallibly conducted himself 
and his affairs. To some it was a demonstration of hypocrisy. Yet 
when time was given for reflection and for rel.a.ting all the elements 
vri th one another the conclusions were sincere in interpreting the 
matter as descriptive of a man whose basic hum.ll:ity and submission 
to the Lord necessitated a "• e • maintenance of a proper dignity as 
the head of an educational institution., 112 
The lo~ge family and meager income of the Sanderson home 
meant that young Eugene learned the art of careful spending and proper 
investment. He saved his entire teacher's salary in order to go on 
in his educational pursuits.. At times this characteristic had its 
nega·ti ve notes., The intensity of his desire to accomplish his 
dreams led him to proceed on occasions beyond generally accepted 
sound bases. In the process of extending the facilities in the 
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development of the hospital he consulted the First National Bank 
officials of Eugene, Oregon on a bargain price for a piece of property 
and building for sale by the Roman Catholic Church. President 
Sanderson argued that it should be purchased on the basis of its 
reduced sale price because eventually it would, or at least there 
was a good possibility, of it being used for future development.. In 
the minds of the bank officials, the plans for a hospital at that 
ti.me were in a stage not developed sufficient.ly to warrant the 
expenditure of such monies. The interview· was closed by, "Dr. 
Sanderson, nothing is a bargain unless there is a need for it." 
The immediate future need was apparently very lit·tle.. Few, however, 
grasped the futuristic hopes and visions of Dr. Sanderson. To a 
number of people his plans for tomorrow· were often so far ahead that 
t..1-iere was little strength in their cormection vfi·th present realities. 
The mov-lng challenge of the .first• instalb1ent of the great 
commission of Christ as contained in the Book of Acts kindled a f'ire 
and fanned a brilliant, intense flame in the heart of young Sanderson .. 
His formative mind and emotion caught the thrill of the missiona.r.r 
spirit. Early he determined to engage in the enterprise which had 
a world-wide aspec·t to it. As a small boy, he connhi:ti;,ed to memory 
this follovdng missionar.r hymne It. was repeated many, many t:'lmes and 
gives insight to his driving passion as a missionary and educator. 
J..ITSSIONARY HYMN 
Who will go to rear the standard 
Of the Gospel in heathen lands, 
Vlhere the people sit in darkness 
Bound by superstition's bands'? 
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\r"1ho will leave their friends and country 
Bid adieu to earthly bliss, 
And yield their lives a vrlll:ing offering 
To so great, a work as this? 
Who will go to Afric 1 s &<>iciJ cen·ter 
And tell the Ethiop there is a God, 
And point. him to that crimson .fountain 
Of a Savior's cleansing blood? 
Who w-111 climb the Rocky mountains 
And thru the western .forests stray, 
Where thick gloom and pagan darkness 
Long have held unrivaled sway? 
Oh, for Paul's denying spirit 
For his missionary zeal, 
Then the far off Isles of ocean 
Soon would all receive His Vlord 
And i;he earth would be covered 
With the knowledge of the Lord.l 
For the ten years of his life between ten and nineteen, 
young Eugene worked on the farrno During the slack time in winter 
he went to schoolo The rest of the year was crowded with hard work 
but every free moment was spent in reading. For a young boy who was 
bashful much of the time otherwise used in play and conversation vr.i:th 
others was used for satisfying the cravlng for knm7ledge. These 
ten years completed the essential foundation of the fut1'1re life of 
Eugene Claremont Sanderson.. At nineteen he began teaching in the 
public school, a calling he never abandoned. By then he had acquired 
his fundamental characteristics which made him what he was and enabled 
him to accomplish what he did. His destiny had largely been determined. 
There was something in the early training of this educator 
and scholar which gave him a deep sense of concern for others in 
lLetter from Howard F o Hutchins, minister of Church of 
Christ, Oregon City, Oregon, October 29, 1956. 
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need, a kindness tcnvard all regardless of how caustic or severe the 
criticism and a love for peace and harmony. His kind and considerate 
qualities were not soft or sentimentalo He was firm and unyielding 
when challenged contrary to reason or convic·tion involving right 
and wrong. He avoided controversy by vlithdrmtlng from discussions 
which contained petty differences.1 Basically, his desire for peace 
and hannony was a fruit of his concept of order, design, and system-
atized planningo His concern for students won deep regard from 
them. To them he was brother, friend, and father all in one~yes, 
even judge and advocate at times. The firm discipline administered 
on various occasions left no permanent resentment but issued in 
solemn appreciation in later years from those disciplined.2 He 
pleaded for the welfare of his students and prepared for their needs. 
He had a great compassion for orphans and elderly people. The 
philanthropic institutions he established implemented his'work as 
an educator but were not a mere means to that endo He vras sincerely 
concernedo 
Under the most severe abuse he never retaliated or became 
embittered tcruard life itself or individuals. 'When the Spokane 
Bible University was founded the t'1ro schools were somewhat competi ti.ve. 
A. field man of Spokane University wrote a pamphlet and sent it to 
all tile students of Eugene Bible University in vrhich Dre Sanderson 
'\'fas accused of ma:tters most severe. The statements were libelous in 
nature. The students waited to see what the Dean would say. Pamphlets 
were ever.{\vhere on the campus. The author was a former field man of 
lpatterson, OE• cit. 2phillips, op. cit. 
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Eugene Bible University.. Not a word was uttered by the Dean about 
the man or the pamphlet. What he thought or felt no one had the 
slightest indication. It nm.st have hurt him deeply.. He said nothing" 
Be did nothing. This was the way every abuse and offense was treated.l 
In his latter days when Nortmmst Christian College came 
into existence he was asked to address the chapel. There again his 
nobility brought words of praise from his listeners. The memories 
which he had as he stood on the ground where he had poured out his 
l:Lfe for a cause mus·!; have come flooding into his soul-the years of 
toil and struggle, the hopes and dreams, the hardships and abuses, 
the joys and blessings.. He was complimentary of the leadership of 
the School and no one could detect a note of envy or jealousy. 
The oft quoted motto wh:ich guided him through every criticism 
and insult was s·t;ill in force: 
I'm not a vulture's bill to pick and claw 
At every flmr I see, and make it wider still, 
'~is enough for me to know I've follies of my own 
And on my heart the care bestow and leave my friends alonee2 
lintervievr vn th Harry Benton, November 14, 1956. 
2patterson, O£o cit& 
CHAPTER II 
PASTOR AND h"'VANGELIST 
At nineteen, Eugene Sanderson secured a position as teacher 
in the public schools of Iowa for $26.66 a month. He taught for six 
months and saved every bit of the salary to enter college at Oskaloosa, 
Iowa. For five years he studied, working on the side to supply the 
necessary means for tuition, board and room.1 His labors did not 
provlde sufficient funds, hov.rever, so he borrowed money in order t.o 
remain in college. Years later he recommended that sturlents should be 
vr.i.lling to go into debt, if necessary, to get. an education because he 
considered it priceless to the individualo2 During those five years 
his fina.ncia.1 support came from teaching and some preaching • .3 
After graduation he took a church in Cherokee County, Iowa 
in the tovm of ].foricli:m. The desire for furt.her education led him 
to seek a leave of absence from that church and attend Yale Div:in:tt,y 
School. He did so for a yem:-. The craving for knowledge made the 
demands high. It became a constant press upon his incomec Yet, 
Eugene Sanderson paid the price and in a short time paid his debts 
in full. 
10regon State Journal, O£o cit. 
2phillips, op. cit. 
30regon State Journal, op. cit. 
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The bashfulness which Sanderson had Y~hen he was a boy followed 
him all his lii'eo It took a di.fferent form and marrl.i'Eisted its elf in 
different ways when he matured. He was a lonely mane Hidden beneath 
his bearing of confidence and sureness was a strain which said he 
wanted something and was searching for something which he could neve1~ 
quite reach.. People knew that he was present in a group. His presenco 
vras magnetic.. His individuality demanded attention.. It drev; men to 
him.. Yet, one reaJJ.zed there was a tinge of aloofness and reserve no 
one ever quite tapped., He was perpetually pleasant but seldom 
laughed, positive but secretive.. He did not reveal his inward 
feelings. He often said, "You ruffle my Scott,ul but the tone of 
his voice was calm vrith no reflection of anger. 
This separateness, of being alone in his own world, had just 
a touch of sadness to it .. That he was hurt. by men's words and 
actions was so trueo Even though he showed no outwa.i·d effect from 
abuse, those who understood him knew· that it was a burden which he 
bore alone because he took his problems to no one. He was not hard 
or cold in the way these terms are generally usedo Neither was he a 
stoic. During the flu epidemic of 1918 he was away from home on tour. 
His teenage daughter, Elinor, was stricken.. He was called home. On 
arrival he did not enter the home but came to the door and asked, 
11Do you think it wise that I enter the house?" In just a .few days 
it was evident that the sickness was fatal. Dean Sanderson had come 
to one situation which he could not master. He said to Mrs .. Stevens, 
"I'll be unable to tell Mrs. Sanderson11 • 2 Logic and philosophy did 
2cook, o.e o cit. 
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not supply the answer in that incident, yet his own grie.f and sorrow 
was not overpovrering., He could brace himself in the face o.f tragedy, 
trial and sorrow., He regarded these as the lot of man, 1 but he was 
company with many who dare not be too empathet.ic vrl th other victims 
lest he be carried away. He was uncertain of himself' in that kind 
of situation, so he chose the aid o.f another., 
There ·were only two people, possib1y tlu·ee, who could penetrate 
the reserve of Dean Sanderson: his vdf'e, David c .. Kellems and Victor 
E .. Hoven.. On August 20, 1885, :Miss Prudence Putnam, daughter to 
pa.rents of "Revolutionary stock," became the wi.fe of Eugene Claremont 
Sanderson.. "Prudiett, as Mrs .. Sanderson ·was affectionately called, 
was born September 8, 1863., She was the ideal vci.fe for him. The 
"most fitting complement that he could have 11 .2 No person ever 
belied her real self like Mrs., Sanderson., She forever dressed in 
black, yet she was forever the humorous, vivacious, ingenius vdfe, 
hostess, friend, and counselor. Her husband appreciated good humor 
and she supplied him well even to the point of making him the victim., 
She loved the masquerade party all to the embarrassment of her 
husband's dignity.. He would take a position in such a.f.fairs on the 
sideline. 
She often felt that her husband was working too hard to the 
neglect of his home. One day she called the Dean's office., Dis-
guising her voice, she stated her interest in ·the School and ex-
pressed a desire to make a contribution if the Dean could spend an 
hour vrith her in conference.. The Dean was delighted to do sol At 
the hour "Pruclle11 walked in. Her husband wondered at her presence 
1Phill1.ps, op. cit. 2Humbert, op., cit. 
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in h:i.s off:i.ce and asked the reasono She said she had some money for 
the School and produced a dol.lar.. The President's face deepened in 
coJ.or, and he waited for further explanation.. She informed him that 
it was the only· way she could be sure to get some of his time when 
she wanted it.. Mrs. Sanderson got her hour of conference.. The Dean 
vras amused but caught securely in the trap so ingeniously set.. "She 
was a ni.ine of ·wit and humor .. 111 "Prudence, why do you al1vays josh? 11 
said the Dean seriou::;ly one day.. "Doesn't the Bible say, Joshual" 
(pronounc:i.ng it "Josh away"), she replied laughingly. 
President Sanderson was a frugal man detesting waste and 
extravagance.. For the first ten years of life in the Ellgene Divinity 
School he lived on less than $1200 a year. The food that Yi.rs. 
Sanderson prepared one day was not up to her expectation.. She 
deposited it in the garbage. Mr .. Sanderson, noticing that it had 
not been eaten but that it was not around, investigated and found 
it throvm av1ay. "Prudence, this is improvident," he reprimandedo 
"You just keep your divine nose out of my garbage pail," she replted .. 
They gazed at each other in a moment of silence. She laughed and he 
smiled, a smile of satisfaction and amusement,.,2 
Much of the stern, unyj.elding tendencies of the Bible college 
President was tempered by his charming, understanding wife. On:cy she 
could bend his unchanging will. It was she who convinced the Dean 
that much of t,he "tom foolery" of the students was unimportant and 
did not justify the severe disciplines sometimes prescribed. Her 
intercession on their behal.f frequently brought mercy.. She loved 
the students.. The number of them and other people -viho were guests 
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t.o hBr di.mwr.::; and recep·llJ.ons wa;::; amazing. E'or many years i·t rw.s 
sometime duri.ng the ycaro Mrs .. Sanderson's conferences and part.ice 
.f:n.• "rmmBn only11 wer•3 opportunit.ies for her to tell many of ·t.ho jok8,1 
and pranks which she played on her dignified hmiband., The re'\relat:ionz 
1 
were en;joyed b~r a11.,·- no one can ~~3tim'lte hm1 much of the succesG 
of the School was due to the direct influence of this :rom:i.rkable 
"!roman and in;ltrectly through her :Lmluence upon her hu;:;band., Wi. t.hin 
tvm years after their marriage T·1lr .. and Ivirs •. Sanderson i:mnt west ·to 
begin their 1 ·i fe work of building Bible collegea., 
The ;:wholastic attainments and ambi t:loM o.f this prorn:i.3:Lng 
young man vrnre not secret, neither vvaG his interest in and zeal for 
mi3sionary endeavors.. In 1G87 he w.:w employed and sent by the 
American Board of Missions to Palouse countr-J, Vlashington w:ith 
headquarters in Col.f:.l.X. In .specif.ic, his posi't:lon wa.3 evangel.i.st; 
? for Whitman County, 1ilashing·f.;on and Latah County, Idaho.~ His anaJ~ytical 
mind, organiz;:i.tional abili'ties, and his accompanying firm conv:Lction 
were assets in establishing churches., The communities vrhere he 7rent 
felt the i..rnpnct and depth of hin dignity and s.i.ncer:l ty o His con-
fidonce was catching.. Men follo~wd becau:.:;o they sensed stability, 
.::;urety and victory in his mecsat;e and bearing.. These traits vmro 
invaluable to him in leading struggling handsful of Christians to 
organize their churches o 'l'hey needed the qualitiea portrayed by 
this evangelist. They had no build:lngo,. the:lr f:Lnanceo vrcre low 
and very 1i ttle leadership ;·ras availabl<::~. Imbur:d •trlt.h his conf1dence 
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they went beyond themselves in commi U!lents in the adventu1•e of 
establishing churches. 
In Co1~ax., the Congregational Church was secured as a meeting 
place, and Sanderson preached a ten day evangel:i.stic meeting.. On 
March 18, 1888, fourteen men and women became charter members of the 
cb:urcho fl.fter the organization the meeting continued for three weeks, 
and ·t.he place of worship was moved to the courtroom. The following 
fall a building was dedicated.. Sanderson preached alternately in 
1 t.he Palouse and Colfax churches for a seasono 
Shortly after his st.ay in the Inland Empire he moved west 
of the Cascades to Puyallup. He and Mr. J .. T. Eshelman joined in 
holding an all day church meeting on the banks of the Puyallup River .. 
Sanderson preached in the A.ll. and Eshelman in the P.M.. To conclude 
the services of the day, the congregation was organized. Hovrever, 
it was not incorporated then .. 2 
About this time the city of Ellensburg, Washington was in the 
boom stagee Lots of talk was going around that it was to be the state 
capitol. Needing a well-educated and capable man, the church there 
secured the services of E.C .. Sanderson. Sanderson was constantly 
on the lookout for the strategic spot for his school. The talk 
about Ellensburg becoming a center of population was interesting. In 
the mind of Sanderson that feature could lead to many other advan-
tageous elements for a schoolo It looked prospective. The stay 
libid. 
-
20rva1 D. Peterson, Washington-Northern Idaho Disciples 
(Sto Louis: Christian Board of Publication, 1945), P• 149. 
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·t.here vw.s short, however, la.stj_ng only one yea.re The missionary 
call vras too appealing, and the prospects for Ellensburg were .fast 
fadinge So he accepted the invitation to be state evangelist and 
m.issionarye This position he kept for two years, traveling over the 
sta.te in train, stage and team holding rev'i val servlces and organ-
:i.zi.ng nev.r churches el 
Among ·t.he efforts which the state evangelist. put forth vras 
to journey to Vancouver, Washington, where just two days before 
Chris·t~mas in 1890, he assisted in organizing a church of tv'lenty-
seven members e A series o.f meetings had been held there pz·ior to 
that. timeo2 
Em:ly in the spring of 1891 a group of Christians who lived 
in ·the tent city of Tekoa called ·t;he state evangelist to conduct a 
protracted meeting. The Congregational Church building was use.do 
Tweni;y-six members graced the first charter of the nevr church) 
In the four months betTveen March and July of 1891 Sanderson 
spent an interim pastorate with the newly organized church of thirty-
:four members in Olympia. In August J.s. McCallum relieved him as 
pastor.4 Little is knovm of the duties he performed until he went 
to PulJ.man in April of 18920 Hovrever, one can be assured that E.c. 
Sanderson vras busy.. A man with his passion and drive could hardly 
be idle.. The church at Pullman vras established after a twelve day 
evangelistic meeting. Tv.renty members signed the charter. The 
10regon s·tate Journal, op. cit. 
2Peterson, op. cit., P• 170• 
4Ibid., po 166. 
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Congregational building vras used as a meetj.ng place.1 
Traveling over ·t.he State of Washington as an evangelist and 
founder of churches made some forceful impressions upon Sanderson 
in some very specific ways. 
The more I saw of our ministers the more I realized the need 
of more thorough prepara·tion.. When you send East for a ministr~r 
it is at best a doubtful experienceo The man who is successful 
in the Eas·t may no ti be .frui'l<ful after being transplanted. I 
saw we had abundant material that needed only training. I 
real:i.zed t,hat. my mission was educational, and then and there I 
began l~ying my plans for my life work-the founding of a Bible 
school.·-
A brief survey of this statement will result :Ln a basic 
understanding of the w'hole structure of his thinking and planning: 
the need for more ministers; the need for the present ministers to 
have a better education; the Northwest must produce her ovm ministers; 
the means to supply the need was through a Bible college; and, finally, 
E.C. Sanderson was the man who was going to do something about it1 
He had a strong sense of mission and frequently expressed his assurance 
of Divine guidance and leadersh:ip.3 The needs which he saw became 
an overwhe]Jning influence in hi..rn to make great venturesa To these 
enterprises he se-tl his life. 
The unf ol.dlng of his plans functioned aJJn.ost like a well-oiled 
machine when viewed from the vantage point of history that is past. 
In ·the thick of ·the job a great deal seemed to be confusion, struggle 
and hubbub. But an architect or a master builder can see the format~Lon 
of a magnificent structure even in the midst of confusiono It is 
libid .. , P• 168 • 
20regon State Journal, opa cit., column 7, P• 80 
.3patterson, ope cit. 
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not as easy i~or the laborers and workers to see clearly beyond the 
maze of timbers, scaffolding, debris and distorted stockpiles to the 
true picture of a finished edifice. There was little difference 
in the case of Eugene Sanderson's structure. He was the maste1' 
mind and architect. He saw clearly to the completion of his finished 
p:roducte But many of his associates had not the least notion of 
the magnitude and intricasy of this institution as contained in the 
mind of its founder. They merely wondered at thingso They saw 
little of the design or they saw a distorted onee They questioned 
the value and frequently the validity of certain procedures e The 
motives of Sanderson vrere the highest ideall,Yo Very few ever questioned 
them. Hmrever, his methods were subject to doubts.. .Methods were 
influenced by and designed after the pattern of the economic st,ructure 
of that e1•ae They had to be chosen and adapted as human judgment 
savr f:i.t.. 'rhe axe of bitter cri t:i.cism of fut.ure days, when the 
economic framework upon which the ideal purposes had been initiated 
crune crashing down, lay at this point. The axe cut deeply too. 
Sanderson had revealed his educa·t;ional interests shortly 
after his arrival in Washington when he came to be the state evangelist 
and missionary .. At the Washington Christian Convention in Waitsburff 0 
(October 10-14, 1889) he read a paper on 110ur Educational Intereststt.1 
He sparked the conversation there about a school for ministers. As 
a result, a committee vms appointed to study the possibilities and 
opportunities of a church-governed collegeo He and four others made 
up the committee: FoMe Walden, Neal Cheetham, A.G. Hodges and W.F. 
Cowden. After three years of' discussion and study, and -the presentation 
lpeterson, ope ci·~"' PP• B9-90e 
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of tho matter at var:lous assemblies, four trustees were appointed by 
the Ellensburg Convention in 1892 for a "Northwest Christian 
Un:lvers:i ty" .1 By agreement of the study committee and trustees, 
someone had to specifically prepare for the job of founding a Bible 
college., Scholastic att.aimnent came .first.. The most logical man 
was the one most interested. E .. Co Sanderson y;as the man. 
Eugene and Prudence Sanderson were fully agreed that the 
president of a college must be well-preparedo Both of them fell 
to the task of making provision so that this future president of a 
Bible college could better equip himself academically for his chosen 
work. The additional work demanded for support during the training 
was accepted ·vtlllingly. So Eugene and Prudence went east in ·t.he f'all 
of 1892 as far as their alma mater, Oskaloosa College. The insti-
tution had by then moved to Des Moines, Iowa and was kn.OYm as Drake 
University.2 In one year he earned the B.D. degree graduating in 
June 1893• Sanderson hoped that the students of the college he was 
to found eventually would not have to make th.i.s trek eastward for 
their graduate worko Too many ministers lef·t the west for graduate 
work and then did not returno He was endeavoring to do something 
about that . .3 
Upon completion of his B.D .. at Tu>ake the Sandersons moved 
north and east to CMcago and he ent.ered the University. Admitted 
2cha.rles J. Ritchey, Drake Universi·t Throu h Sevent-y-Five 
Years, 1881-195~ (Des Moines, Iowa: Drake University, 19 b , P• 288. 
3rntervievr vtl th Elmer M. Patterson, Turner Memorial Home, 
Turner, Oregon, November 19, 1956. 
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·i:,~) the third year class, majoring in Theology, he graduated with the 
degree of Bachelor of Sacred Theology in the spring of 189h.l 
Plans v;ere unfolding well. Before the month of June 1894 
was over Mr. and Mrs. Sanderson accepted a call to the First 
Christian Church in Portland, Oregon. Back to ·the Northwesti To 
the very center of a magnificent empire ready to be tapped for the 
forces of righteousness1 The vantage point from which to view the 
field could not be better. In Chicago the decisions had been reached 
as to the particular features his program would have.2 The key to 
determining the geographical location of the school was that it must 
be located by a state university .. 
10regon State Journal, op. cit. 
2tetter from Elm.er M. Patterson, Turner Memorial Home, 
Turner, Oregon, October, 1956. 
CHAPTER III 
THE PROMOTER AND FINANCIER 
The idea of a school that majored in religion being establ:i.shed 
adj a.cent to a liberal arts, tax-supported urri.versi t,~r was novel to 
the era of Eugene Sanderson, a·t least in its actual existence. The 
idea of schools and universities teaching religion along vtlth liberal 
arts was not new.. The first institution o.f learning on the North 
American continent, Harvard University, had written in her charter 
that the object of her existence was to educate English and Indian 
youth in "knowledge" (secular) and "godlyness 11 .. 1 No one source is 
responsible for giving Sanderson the idea of the strategy of es-
tabl:i.shing a Bible college next to a. liberal arts, tax-supported 
universitye Since he formulated his idea in Chicago, he nm.st have 
become acquainted vrith a number of sources which resulted in his 
conclusione He said in later years, ''The system now practiced by the 
Eugene Di. vlni ty School, whereby its students partake of the advantages 
offered by the University of Oregon was started in the University of 
Virginia a century ago, Thomas Jefferson being the man Vfho originated 
·t.he ideao 112 
lceA• Young, "The Origin of the Bible Chair Idea, 11 Mission~ 
Tidings, XIV (November, 1896), ppo 128-129. 
2~gene Bible University Scrapbook, unidentified newspaper 
clipping marked August 4, 1902. 
3h 
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Ono of th0 speecho:; ru:i.d·~ at the dedication of the .first 
orGct.c;d build:tne of Eugene J}~_vJnity School, Rollm Hall, was made by 
Mr. VIlllia"'ll F .. Cainden, a superintendent of missions f"or the Paci.fie 
Norl;hwe::;t under the auspices ol' the American Clu·istian Missions 
3ociet.vo That society was supportod by the pioneer inde{)endent oil 
producer and congr0ssman, Thomas Wo Phillips, of i'Jev; Castle, Penn-
sylvaniuo Mt·o C:.i.n1den said in his address tho.t the idoa vrl th:in the 
Brot:10:d1ood of locat:Lng Bible schools :in conjunction vrl th state 
institutions originated in the mind;:; of the women of the Christ.ion 
,~r ' B d f' 1·· • 1 ' omen s onr o · Mlssiom.>. 
There is some question in ~rnme men's :minds whether or not 
Thomas .Jefferson had any such idea at all. The editor of the 
":1.[isGionary Tidings", tho offi.cial organ of the Co'lT .. B.11,r., in pro-
moting tl1e cause of maint;nining the Bible chair idea near a s t.::i.i;c 
university ran the entir0 issue of Hovembcr 1896 on that sub;jcct. 
~. Bible chair had existed for three years at Ann Arbor, 11Ll..chlg~.n. 
'.l'hat portion of the is:;ue deal:ing 7d. th the origin of the Bible 
chu:lr 11m.n wr1tten by Charle.:. A. Young.. He attributa::: the idea to 
th:i.s aoitrce: "Through the influence of 'rhomas Je.fferson the Uni-
vorsi t;~r oi' Virginia was the firol::. 3t~. to uni ver::;i t3r t.o invite relLgiou3 
0 denominations to plant their theological schools around i t.11<-
.foffr;n·;:;on' s letter to a. Dr. Coop.:::!r, Hovomber 2, 1822 doscribod hie 
plan of "• .. e a.11ovring independent schools of theology to be 
lEug;enc Bible University Scrapbook, cl:i.ppings from 1'ugenc 
~a.rd, November 1, lll97, The _Eu~en~ Register, Uovember L~, 1897, and 
Pacific Christia!!, November 13, 1897., 
2Young, Missionary Tidings, XIV, Ho. 7, 128. 
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,Jeffcr,son. 1 s motives vrore far rE:I"lOVed .from those of the C,;,T .. :3.,M., 
·:i.nd Eugene 3&nderson in mlCh a re1.at.:i.onship f of thoolog:Lcal. .and secular 
lnffi;itu"tion.s of learning.. nevertheless ho had the idea.. His vle~·r:..~ 
wore that en.ch of the re1:i_gj_ous sects could create their ovm in:rt:.i-
·tut:ion::~ m•ound the St~:te school, 11 • .. ., each for itseli a professor-
, • " t..h . .. t ~ l!2 snip .1 or -.., e.1r ovm \,ene ""' o Charles Young goE~;;:; further to give a 
great deal of c:red:i.t ttJ an outstanding Presbyterian of his day, a 
Dr., 3:Jmucl Spah.r Lan::.;, for carr;-ring the same idea.. Thls scholar, 
r->residcnf; of tho Univer::.;i:ty of !/fissouri, inventor, discoverer o.f 
Edl::wn Urn scient;ist, 
«> .. ., held .for a number o.f years a magnificent lot of ten acre::; 
right. alongside of the Un:l.versity vrith the viovI of its allotment. 
to th•3 Chri::;tian denornlnations or the State .for their irn.liv:Ldual 
Christian ;::;chools or for one grand united Dible school whlch 
Ghould <..mon~e out of the university all that was available ±:or 
the TheO':log:ical student... .. .. .. I had seYeral hunch·ed thouse.nd 
doll.a:r.s deemed available .for founding th:is enterorl;:;c. • .. • 
aowever' I The best schemes 0 I mice and ffi(!l') gang aft agley 6 I 3 
It remained for the c.vr.,B.Me in 1893 to first accom9lish 
th~ idea 01.' a school of roliglon being an ad;junct to a state college. 
ThE:y e3tabl:1shed the first. Bible chair at Ann Arbor, Michigan., 
The gi.ft of J5r.s. Sarah Hawley Scott, of twelve thounand dollars gave 
"the fi:nancial support nnd Mrs .. O.A., Burgess gave the nccc:::;3a:t:.r 
leade:r3hip to effect the program. This was the year that Eugene 
Sanderson graduated from Drake Universityc. Undoubtedly he read tho 
articles from which the above in.f or::nation was taken. 
Leonard Wo Bacon, a Congregational minister, made some 
suggestions in 1882 •·1hich favored the idea of a Bible college :in 
I_ 
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the proximity of a state schoole However, nothing ca.me of his 
suggestion.1 'fhe Yromen' s efforts with the "Bible chair" was a con-
tribut:tng factor in the process of establishing a religious school 
adjacent to a state university .. 
Colleges meant a need for propert.y, buildings, books, finances, 
teachers and students. 'l'he question in the m:ind of Sanderson was 
"Where to begin?" One morning the new pastor of First Christian 
Church, Port.land, made an announcement to the effect that the 
prayer meeting service being held on Tuesday and Thursday evenings 
would be conducted in ·t;he form of a school.. The request was made 
that those who attended should be as regular in attendance as in 
public school. Notes were to be taken as in a class, home study 
would be prescribed and recitation in the Tuesday and Thursday 
sessions would be conducted in orderly, academic fashion., The 
classes vmuld be conducted during the school year from. 3epteml>ur 
.i.0 P.-," 2 ., lll<.c.<.,.y .. 
The products of the school were displayed during the year 
v1hen the young men, chosen by Professor Sanderson, presented a 
fifteen minute discourse on the topics suggested by their tutor to 
the Sunday morning assembly of the First Church. The first two who 
addressed the congree;ation were Brothers Stewart and Patterson. 
The latter young man became one of the first students in Eu.gene 
Div:i.nity School. "I'm going to start a school, 113 predicted Eugene 
Sanderson. And, there in the program of First Clu'istian Church in 
lLett.er from W.Ee Garrison, Chairman, Department of Philosophy 
and Religion, University of Houston, Houston, Texas, November 12, 1956e 
2patterson intervi&H, .QP• cite 3Benton, OE• cit. 
... 
" (' 
I 
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Port.land, Oregon e. facGimile was in ex:ir:;tencei The discussion;3 hc:.d 
b.;:en many., ':'lell could S;mderson remember U1''.l papers he had read 
to O.[Ja1:c~mbT:le::; and convent.iorn:; on education., 
Each preceding and prepar::i:l;ory experiment, each stop toward 
a :;chool, every little item -:ihich had any feature of a Dible college 
t'J it f'urnished the prospective president the 1:fe13l11 o.f the operation 
oJ: a college• The li tt.le t.::wte o.f academic procedure only :Ln-
cre<lsed his de:.dre and a.p:Jetite which h~d beon excited a fevr years 
before. Sander:,:;on had reached the place 1rrhore something def.inite 
:J.nd tangible had to be done, ~::omething beyond just talk., 
Six yeara had gone by since he had read a paper to the 
Wa:.>hi.ngton Christian Convention at 1Vaitsburg on 110ur Educational 
Interest;:;H., Man had tallrnd a graat deal in tha:r; convention about a 
school., Th•are had ber:m some action taken by the original otudy and 
educational comnit:tec but eve'!'Y offort was abortive. Numerous 
discu$sion moet:lnga had been h'.3ld., ~:;everal pos::::ible locations had 
boon visltod 'Vrith a vie,·r of 1ocD:ting a school.. The ideo. wa;:; to 
liu:ild a sch•)ol somEmhat after tho method of D!'ake Univer.::dty. The 
corri.xni ttee sought to hnve a tract of land donated which would be 
platted :lnt.o tm'm lots as an addition to some tovm.. North Yakini<:i., 
Garf:i.e1d, Pasco and Tacoma y;ere vlsited. 11Thonas J. Phillips of 
Uev.r Cas-tl0, Pennsylvania finally ngreed to donate 160 ncre8 of land 
nea:r Tacoma for the purpose of c:~tn.blish:Lng such a school. Hovrevo1~, 
~ftcr thoroughly camntssing tJ1Q situation, the undertaking w::is Gi. ven 
upo"l Hoaliz:ing tha:t the possibilities in 'l'acom:;::, h:.id little hope 
1F oM. lfalden, ''Organized VIork in 'llashlngton, I! Church and 
School, II (April 6, 1910), 130 
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for fruitfulness, the committee dropped the matter entirely.. All 
except E .. C. Sanderson .. 
So thoroughly inibued was his soul with the idea of founding some 
such school that he never gave upe No vray was immediately open 
bei'ore him bui~ he nursed his purpose to keep it warm and vrni ted 
und wa:tched till he could see his way and then with soul on fire 
he founded the school now knovm as the Eugene Bible University .. 
'l'he other members of that Educational cor;un.it:tee clailn no honors 
for the founding of the great school a.t l!.'ugene., In fa.ct, the 
v.iri ter feels a certain sense or shame ·t.hat he let the mati;er 
drop entirely out of his plans. But Sanderson had so brooded over 
i~he matter that it was the one great purpose of his lii'e• Some-
body must conceive the idea of any great enterprise and it must 
exist in thought before it can exist in fact.. ·when I testify 
that Eugene Sanderson's soul was on fire for such a school, 
I tell what. I know from contact with the manol 
'E.'ugene Sanderson had arrived at that decisive moment just before 
·the signal was given for the race to begin. The need vras great, t.he 
population was growning by leaps and bounds, the churches were plead-
ing for ministers, many of the ministers were not properly educated 
to meet the demandso 
So much precious time and many lives were being lost to the 
cause of Christ. He had resigned from the 11Study Committeeu in 1893e 
One man could move faster than four or fivee They had given up any-
wayo In his estimation, all the necessary preparatory measures had 
been ta.keno Basically, he was equipped scholast.icall.yo The .field 
had been viewed and studied with prec:i.sion. The fundamental concept 
of what to do and the underlying philosophy and principles of 
education were clear t.o him. Why not begin? It need not be a large 
beginning.. The mustard seed is "• • • less than all seeds; but when 
it is grown, • ., .. it is greater than the herbs, and it becometh a 
tree."2 Sanderson could wait no longer so, in 1895 he resigned and 
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moved to Eugene, Oregon. Seventeen years after he moved to Eugene, 
follovi:lng a revival of interest for a school in Washington, the 
announcement was made at the convention of churches in Pullman in 
1912 of' the formation of Spokane Bible University. The formation of 
this school led to problems which vitally effected the whole program 
of Sanderson. 
H; was a very- short ministi~y at First Church in Portland 
but no·t unrewarding both from a personal and objective Tmy. The 
Church considered his stay there, and his contribution to the whole 
of the Church universal, sufficiently important to dedicate a 
memorial vdndow ·to him along vr.i th four other illust.rious characters 
who were pioneers in the cause of evangelism and education in the 
Brotherhood el 
'l'he choice of the tovm bearing his mm name as a site for a 
college was determined. mostly from the factor that the University of 
Oregon was ·llhere. He 
• e • realized that the students of the proposed Bible School 
ccmld attend the universi·t~y and secure much of their needed 
instruction. 'Iron sharpeneth iron,' and the association of the 
keenest minds in the state would have a cultural effect on the 
students of the Bible school.2 
Eugene, Oregon became his Jerusalem. From there he was going to 
project a plan by which he could send the Gospel to the uttermost 
part of the earth. It vras also thought that the laws of the State 
were someVThat mo1·e favorable to a school of this typeo3 There was 
lPortland Christian (Portland: a joint paper by the Christi.an 
Churches of Portland, Oregon, Febru.ar,v 24, 1923}, I, Noe 3. 
2oregon State Journal, opo cit:• 
.3rnterviemr l'd:th Vil'a1 ter Le Myers, Manager of the Calif'ornia 
Christian Home, San Gabriel, California, November lh, 1956. 
L 
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somet.hing too about the name "Eugene" which may have held for Sanderson 
1 
an auspicious attachmente 
Hav:'i.ng arrived in Eugene, Sanderson inmediately planned for 
a mass meeting of all dtizens interested in establishing a divinity 
schoolo The meeting was called to meet at the Lane County Courthouse 
vri th Mayor J .D. Matlock, a member of the Christian Church, presiding. 2 
Sanderson laid the foundation of the ·l;hinking for that day. Men of 
note from the Cmnberland Presbyterian Church, from the city of 
Junction and Salem, and leading business men, including the president 
of the First National Bank, spoke in favor of the project 0 
During the tv.ro mont;hs prior to the beginning o.f the f j.rst 
class, advertisements about the School vrere carried regularly in the 
OregoD; State Journal,} One o.f the outstanding features of the 
School was the low tuition. The course of study was free., Only a 
contingent fee of $5000 per term was charged., The secret which made 
it possible for this to be done was found in the theory of future 
supporte The School was to get most of her resources from the 
churches and their memberse In Sanderson's mind the School belonged 
to them. That was the way the School was promoted and presented. 
Here i.ee in Eugene the Brotherhood owns a beautiful hal.f 
block of ground with the campus of the great and growing 
University on the east and a good residence portion of the city 
on the other three sides., A more desirable location could not 
1Humbert, op., cit., 
2ore~on State Journal, July 20, 1895, XXXII, No., 28, p .. 5. 
3rbid., August 17, 189.5, xxxn, Noe 32, p .. 5 .. 
Ibid., August 24, 189.5, XXXII, tio., 33, Po 5., 
Ibid., August 31, 1895, XXXII, No., 34, p .. 5., 
1~ 
1 be found anywhere. 
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The student of Eugene Divinity School had several advantages 
which were incentives to attend the school: all the equipment and 
instruct.ion available .from a state institution as provided through 
ta.xbs, and the facilities and instruction as provided by their 
churches, all of vmich resulted in low tuition and the possibilities 
for the best education. 'I'he first president of Eugene Divinity 
School c;i.pi tali zed on these facts in his promotional efforts. This 
feature h~.s been a part of the promotional pattern of the Bible 
College in Eugene from its inception to the present da.y. 
A co.>nmi ttee to canvas the city for financial support. was set 
up by ·the mayoro 'l'he canvas was outstanding in the fact that the 
munber of gifts represented the greatest percentage of the business 
men of Eugene and vicinity. Sanderson's complete poise and mastery 
of the si tua·tion won the respect of the business men, the ministers, 
tbe bankers, and the educatorso The members of the Board of Hegents 
of' the Um.versi ty of Oregon expressed favor of the new school., 2 
Mr .. and Mrso Sanderson rented a large ten room house for 
$7 .oo a month,, paid three months rent in advance, purchased ~~100.00 
worth of second-hand furniture and set things in order for the open-
ing day of school and the first class session .. 
During his short ministry at Portland, Sanderson related 
himself to the Oregon Christian Missionary Convention. There he 
talked "educa.tion," "education, 11 11education11 • He initiated the 
1Pacific Christian (San Francisco: Pacific Christian 
Publishing Co., June 6, 1901), Vol. XI, No. XXIII, Colo 1. 
20regon State Journal, September 21, 189.5, XX.XII, Hoo 37, po 5., 
h3 
a.ppointment, through the Board of the Convention, of a Board of 
Regents for the Eugene Divinity Schoolo The members were: Judge 
J .. 'N .. Cowles, McMinnville; Vl.Ho Osborn, Salem; J .D .. Matlock, Eugene; 
Josiah Callison, Pleasant Hill; J .. H. Hawley, Monmouth; J .. A., Bushnell, 
Junction; p.,J .. Flint, North Yakima, YJashington .. 1 
Professor Sanderson 1 s genius of appeal, straightfo:F>"mrdness, 
logic, and sincerity won men. These men were influencial and possessed 
resourc~1s for the support of an enterprise of great proportion.. 'l'he 
man who gave the first financial support was on the Board of Regents .. 
• Judge Cow"l.es was that man. ttt his death his vr.:i.fe succeeded him as 
a m13mbcr o.f the Board of Regents. She gavo ~~1400.00 toward the nevr 
bu:i.ld:ing soon to be constructed, one part of 'Vrhich became kno1;m as 
the Cow1n~; Memorial Chapel., She also financ:ially pioneered th'3 idea 
of an cMrlovnnent fund for the School by contributing $2500.,00 as a 
"nnc1eu..:; 11 for such a fund .. 2 
On October 6, 18953 in the ten room, 1~7 ~oo a month house on 
the northeast corner of East Twelfth and Alder S·t,reets near the 
University of Oregon campus Eugene Divinity School opened her doors.h 
Seven students matriculated: L.,C., Martin of The Dalles, Oregon was 
r-
the i'irst to register, second, F o Blandreau;) of Ellensburg, ·the t:!-lird 
1895 .. 
lpacific Christian, June 10, 1901, P• 2 .. 
2Ibid. 
3some confusion as to date.. Some sources say October 13, 
40regon S.::!::.ate Journal, February 24, 1924 • 
.5'fhis is a direct spelling from the sourc":.l but is undoubtedly 
11Beaudreau 11 who la·ter appears on t.he scene but not mentioned :in this 
thesis. This is the only source available for this i.nfomatlon., 
4h 
wa~ John .J .. Hansaker, the fourth ·was W.R .. Hollenbock. Enis L., 
McPherson, Elmer Pat.terson and Alice M.. Smith followedo 1 
The actual wheels of a Bible college began ·t;o ·turnt In 
definite, tangible form an institution standing ~for a Bible theology 
I) 
and a. primitive Christianity11 c. had been constructed. 'l'hat vrhich had 
been a seed in the "fertile brain oi' Eugene C. SandersQnn3 had thrust 
:i.ts we.y ·t:.hrough the crust of society's economic, educat1on and 
political movements to take its place in the great flow of human 
events which make history. Its small begi::ming was not indicative 
of its future pcmer and influence, but the firm i'ai th and unbending 
determination of E.C:o Sanderson were for they endovmd the institution 
7rl th a dynamic that was equal to any obstacle, deterred at times but 
never defeated., The School's Board of Regents was to be made up of 
members of the Christian Church, but the School was open to all young 
men and women without regard to denomination.al peculiarity.. The 
combined advantages of a divinity school and a state urrlversity was 
appealing. 'I'he fact that, the library, buildings, professor, dean, 
president, faculty and financial leadership of a college resided 
in one man did not mean it was long confined to such limitations. 
Dean Sanderson immediately launched a program of finance.. 'l'he 
strategic lo cat.ion of the School was favorable for drawing monies 
from the entire western states for this enterprise.. The articles 
which were written about the School capitalized on the sense which 
1oregon State Journal, February 25, 1924, Col. 6, p. 6 and 
Eugene Divinity School, Cash Book, I, P• 6., 
. -
2p .f. c . t• . t ac:i. :i.c hrJ.s 1a12, OPo c1· • 
3Eugene Divinity School, Manual (1097-1898), n .. 17. 
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pervaded the minds of the American people that. th0 West held a vast 
source of wealth for those who would pay the price to get ite 
Great and rapid gro7ring cities are already found within this 
territor;vo Many tovms a.re fast becoming cities., It, is an empire 
cr':lated by naturee Millions of people w:l.11 till fertile soil .. 
0rchard and vineyard will engage man,y. Cat.tle and sheep will 
feed on a thousand hills, the vast forests will bring fortunes 
and (:mployment to tens of thousands. Armies will go :forth with 
pi.ck and spa.de to bring from mountain recesses th(:l untold uealth 
of precious metals.. Tnousands will attend the fishing Industries. 
The even climate, .t"ich soil and varied resources reach out 
t.o every land for 1nnnigrants; and not in vain, for people are 
com:i.ng in vast numbers. This tells of a great work for an 
educated ministry.. The Eugene Divinity School is our means at 
hand .for the training of native sons and }laughters for the work 
of savlng this vast region to the Christ .. 1 
The :ldea of endowment for financing a Bible school v;as upper-
most in Daan Sanderson's mind from the very beginning. In a short 
time the proposed size of the endov.nnent grew to a figure unbelievable 
to many people.. VJi thin a brief span of years there came a succession 
of financ:lal dr~i.ves 7rhich demanded a constant intense promotion., 
One drive grew out of the other as a need emerged from one step 
forward or as another project, subsidiary to the main purpose, was 
assumed. The search for persons interested and who could be interested 
was a perpetual one. The Dean traveled as much as h:i.s free time 
allowed. 'l'he contacts he made and the amount of his labors were 
staggering. He never let upe 
Outstanding leaders in educal;ion, politics, religion and 
economics in pioneer days were few. As a result the influence they 
bore carried a great deal of Yreight.. '.rhat 11Dr .. So and So" endorsed 
a certain effort impressed the general public in a significant way. 
The ratio of college graduates and those Yri. th advanced degrees to 
lpacific Christian, June 6, 1901, po 2. 
tho total population vras much lower then than now. Dean Sanderson 
sought and secured the endorsE.'ll1ent of men whose positions influenced 
·the populace for his concern.. He won thE)Se men by his sincerity and 
earnestness.. 'I'he churches alone could not carry the load. A.t that 
time in the thr•3e states of Oregon, '?Tashington, a.rid Idaho there were 
only 218 churches and about 13,000 memberso1 
Wi tl:rin two years a building for the School was built.. On 
October 31, 189'7, at 2:30 P.M., 11 ...... adjacent to the University of 
Oregon, on the West., 112 a 11connnodius modern" bu:ilding was dedicated .. 
The Dean loved to use the word "adjacent" ·which he "• • • pronounced 
tripplingly on his tongue.113 
Through the untiring and ceaseless efforts of the Dean in 
promoting the School, 1/fednesday December 1.4, 1898, scarcely more than 
a year after it was dedicated, was the day of a 11 Jubi.lee Thanksg:Lvlngn 
service :for recognition of the paying o:f the last dollar on the in-
debtedness. wire are novr financially free, but we yet cr;re much to 
God, 11 said Dean Sandersonoh EYery organ of the Brotherhood which 
Sanderson could utilize was employed to get the School on a going 
basis. The Christian Standard gave a full front page to the West 1 s 
coming educational institution. A plea was sent .forth in hopes that 
someone would give at least 11 0 • o $10,000oOO or morett5 to the School. 
lpacific Christian, May 15, 1897. 
2rbid., November 13, 1897. 
- .. 
3Humbert, .£!2.!~ o 
4Eugene Divinity School Scra2book, unidentified clipping. No da:te • 
.5George F. Hall; "The Eugene Divinity School," Christian 
Standard, XXXVI (March 3, 1900), PP~ 1-2. 
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One of the first roed:i.ums to be used by Dean Sanderson to link 
the School financially with the entire Brotherhood was to fit into 
the Education Day program at which time education over the Brotherhood 
Was emphasizede E~.ch year a large di.splay appeal in the School's 
Paper, Church and School, was made for members of the churches of 
-· ----
the Northwest,. in particular, to join in the emphasis of Christian 
education. Speakers and singers from the School v1ent out to as many 
churches as possible to stress the need of educat.ion and to supplement 
the School's finances by appeals for support frorn those churches., 
As the needs for the School grew to greater magnit.ude, increased 
emphasis vms made in observance of Education Day, the third Sunday 
of January• The hopes that the Brotherhood had in this annual ob-
nervance was that by Centennial time1 11 • • • an offering from every 
disciple to some Christian college and one thousand recru:its to the 
ministry this yearo"2 
The representation of a maximum geographical area of the 
B:rotherhood was sought and secured in the organizational setup of 
the School. Trustees came from the state conventions of Oregon, 
Ea.st and West Washington, North and South Idaho, and from the 
a.ltunni. ttThis is strictly, in every sense of the word, a Brother-
hood schoolo This is one reason that it is so popular, and that it 
ha.s been able to do such a great amount of good, 11 wrote the editor 
of £..hurch ~ School, Harr-3 Benton, in 1910.3 
11909 was the Centennial Anniversary of the Churches of 
Christ (Christian). 
2a H b ... "Eugene Bible University." Church and oS.Oo um er·11, ,, 
~' I (January, 1909) , 60 
. 3Harry Benton, "A Visit to the Eugene Bible University, A 
Little History," Church and School, II (June 24, 1910), 2., 
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It was not long (1905) until the Horne and Eugene Divinity 
School Bene.fit organization vras incorporated under the la"Vrs of the 
State of Oregon,, The object proposed was t'lmfold: to II e • e i'urn.ish 
material protection for its members, and to aid in the endO".mnent of 
the Eugene Bible University of Eugene, Oregon. 111 The plan was to 
sell insurance with dues at the rate of $1.00 per year,, The member-
ship vras limited to three thousande The benefits were of part:icular 
interest :for it furnished a basis on which the School could benefi·t .. 
BmJEFITS 
1., Old Age Benefits.. When a member has reached seventy 
:Vea1~s of' age, he or she shall receive 5 per cent annually of 
the actual value of the certificate., 
2. Special Total Disability Benefit. When a certii'icate 
holder ha~ been a member fifteen years and has become totally 
and permanently disabled, he or she shall receive 5 per cent 
annually of the actual amount of the certificate. 
3. Death Benefit.. If a member dies before reaching seventy 
Years o.f age, one third of the value of the policy less 5 per 
cent, goes to the Eugene Bible University to build up the 
end01mnent fund, and the remaining ~NO th~rds less 5 per cent, 
to the bene£icia.:ry of the policy holder,,-
The chief personage in the Board of Directors in this in-
corporation was E.G .. Sanderson who studied and initiated the plan. 
'l'.he establishment of an Old People's Home in Eugene, Oregon in 
June 1906 was the .first major s·tep in linking benevolence with tho 
School. In cooperation with the National Benevolent Socie·t.y and the 
Oregon Christian Missionacy Convention, E.C" Sanderson instigated the 
PU~chase of a piece of property and two residences south of the 
Eugene Divinity School campus just across the streete The property 
---·----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
l''Home and E.D.S. Benefit of Eugene, Oregon," Church and ~' January, 1909, P• 150 
2Tuid .. 
-
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was deeded to the National Benevolent Association 11 • • • f'rE>e from 
all encumbr.ance" but the remainder of the project was cm:ried on by 
i~he Execui;ive Committee of the Home made up of E .. C. Sanderson, 
J .s .. McCa.llum, and G.s.o. Humbert.. 'rhe f:irst one to be taken into 
the home was ninety-six year old Grandma Todd.1 The ri-:isident o.f the 
home was lmovm as Gulliford Hall.. The propert.y vras purchased for 
~~7500000 by E .. C. Sanderson and E.G. Wigmore. The National Benevolent 
Association furnished ~~2000.00 of the pr:lceo 2 
Thus began the unfolding of Dean Sanderson's system and 
philosophy of benevolence as related to the church and his educational 
aims.. In answering the question of whether or not benevolence was 
benei'icial to the Church he said that Christ; was the author of 
benevolence and it was more than just beneficia.le It was 
• o • an absolute requirement to its success--to the fulfilling 
of i 1•s mission. 
It is safe to go farther. Irrespective of name, creed or 
dod;rino i·t is not a Church of Cln·i.st, if' Christian benevolence 
i.~> not the:t•e, for it lacks a distinguishing f ea.tu re necessary to 
an :i.nstit.ution rightly wearing the name o.f Christ. Christian 
Benevolence is as beneficial to the Church as reasolil: and spiritu-
ality are to the human mindo They are inseparable.~ 
The advancement of the Eugene Divinity School had met with 
such success that. within a. fevr years the format of its organization 
had to chnnge to fit its scope and purpose. In keeping with its 
expanded facilities and program, on May 7, 1908 the name of the 
lG .. s.o., Hwnbert, "A New Institution, The Old People's Home, 
E.'ugene, Oregon," Church and School, I (January, 1909), 7. 
2Eugene Bible University Scrapbook, clipping from the Christian 
Philanthropist, January 1908. 
3EoCo Sanderson, "Is Christian Benevolence Beneficial to the 
Church?" Church and School, I (April, 1909), 7o 
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School irms changed ·t.o Eugene Bible Urrl.versi ty •1 This educational 
institution was to be made up of a series of schools all Vii th 
Christian religious emphasis and approach., In the succeeding years 
the University included the Schools of Liberal Arts, the B:ible: 
College, School of Fine Arts, which included the School of Elocution 
and Oratory and ·t.he School of Music, the Academy and Preparatory 
School, the Girl's Junior College and the Seattle Bible College.2 
Sanderson planned that the Bible University be the headquarters for 
all other ins ti tut.ions which were developedo HO"never, there was 
1.a.ter a shift,ing of organization for controlling these additional 
insti t;utions due to problems of support and meeting the conflicts 
of other Brotherhood organizations and financial appeal.so The 
f'irst expansion of the School beyond its ow11 borders was the Bible 
chair in Pullman, Washington., Elmer M. Pa.tt.erson was put. in charge 
of ·the work in September of 1909 • .3 The work vras can·ied on until it 
became apparent that it was a losing proposition., 11.'r .. Patterson 
then became a teacher in Eugene Bible University where he taught 
successfully for many years. 
Eugene Divinity· School had to have an organ of promotiono 
The limit of President Sanderson's time making personal contacts 
vras soon reachedo The development and incorporation of the Church 
and School Publishing Company came late in 1908 with the first issue 
1ncelebration of Bible Universi·ty Day," Church and School, 
May 17, 191?, Pe 2. 
2"The Eugene Bible University," Church and School, July 22, 
1920, P• le 
3H2l.Ty Benton, 11As Others See Our Field, 11 Church and School, 
I (October, 1909), 2. 
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of the Church ~ School being printed in Jamrn.ry 1909. The specific 
purpose of the paper, first a monthly, then bi-monthly, then weekly 
1.ras to promote the needs of the 11 o • «> Educational and Benevolent 
wants of the Christian Church in the Paci.fie Northwest. 111 
Furthermore, it was designed to report the information about 
the churches as received from those who went out from the Eugene 
Di v:ird t.y School and other ministers of the area. The State Secretaries 
used it to reviev.r and report their work and needs., The Brotherhood 
at large used it also. Various and valuable helps were given in the 
publication to the Bible students and Christian workers in whatever 
:field their orof ession was found., The genius of printing a paper 
1·rl th such purposes was evident because i·t focused tho attention of 
the entire Nortln"l'est upon the University., It became in the succeed-
ing years the chief medium for the chu1·ches to disseminate information 
of their achievements. It was the means by which evangelists were 
advertised and recommended to churcheso It was, therefore, read by 
more Christian people in the area than any other piece of literature. 
It f'urnished one meeting place of all the Brotherhood of the North-
v.rest. No other pubJJ.cation had that attention-drawing point. As 
a result, the School received the observation of the churches in no 
small degree. The astronomical swns of money which were raised and 
the succession of drives for finances could not have met vii. th such 
success except the Bible University be the center of attraction in 
the evangelistic, educational and benevolent program of the churches. 
Eugene Sanderson knev• it and designed it so. 
ln0ur Foreword," Church and School,, January, 1909, Po 2. 
,--
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By 1911 the Endoviment Fund of the School had reached the. 
$60,000 mark.. But the needs were great, so Sanderson initiated a 
financial campaign w.i:th a nCV'.r watclmord.. 11At lea.st ~~100,000,,00 
Ymrth of School property; the School free of debt, and ~p250,ooo .. oo 
in ·the Endowment Fund by the Tvren-tieth Anniversary of the School ts 
Incorporation, November 17, 1915,,"1 
The Centennial of the Brotherhood was the deadline of the 
previous drive; the Anniversary of the School became the point for 
completing another mighty eff or·t., The endowment idea was well 
received by general church public.. By 1912 the Endowment Fund had 
reached the ~~63,000.2 
In the fall of 1911 ·the announcement of the foundation of 
a Girl's College was made. The location of the school was to be on 
one block of the City Outlook Addition., It took a full year for the 
two necessary buildings to be constructed. Baker and Kohler Halls 
were completed in due time for the Girl's Jum.or College to open in 
September 1912. Kohler Hall burned to the ground in the night of 
NovE."lD.ber 28, 1918 o.3 
The City Outlook project was overseen by President Sandersono 
The idea was not new, hO"never. 'rhe system of platting ground for 
sale w<:i.s a common practice of col.1.eges and universitiese~ President 
111Eugene Bible University, 11 Church and School, July 10, 1911, p 8. 
2ttEduca:tiona.l Day, 11 Church and School, June 10, 1912, P• 10. 
3EoCe Sanderson, 11An Urgent. Appeal and Plea to Christian 
Women for the Girl 1 s College of the Eugene Bible Uni versi·ty (A 
Christian Boarding School for Girls), 11 Church and School, X (December 
19, 1918), 2o 
11winfred Ernest. Garrison, Rell ion Follows the Frontier a 
Hist,ory of the Disciples of Christ Ner-1r York: Ha.rper and Brother~, 
1931), P• 3170 
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Sanderson had purchased a. large tract of land south and east of the 
Bible Universit.y overlooking the main portion of the City of Eugene. 
In the back of bis mind was the purpose o:f later using the property 
in such a manner as he proposed in the City Outlook.. In due t.ime 
the Bible U:riJ.versi ty purchased the property from him, and in turn 
tJ1e property was divided :into lots and went on sale. The size and 
price of the lots varied according to their advantageous location 
and condi ti.on. The. terms for buying v.rere a third dm·m, a ·third in 
one yenr and a third :ln two years.. One particular point about the 
f'inancfa.l obligation to note w-as the fact that the Bible University 
paid the taxes and the interest for t\vo years.. :M:r., P.s. Brunk was 
appointed as the manager of the program vrhich was endorsed by certain 
merchants, ministers, attorneys, realtors, printers and bankers of 
the city o.f Eugene.,l Much ado was ma.de of ·t.he sale of this property 
during the succeeding months. The main promotional lead was the 
prospects .for f.uture expansion of the City of Eugene into an industrial 
center of the State of Oregon. The city was praised as second only 
to Portland., The names of the purchasers of the lots were printed 
in the Church ~ School paper .. 2 
One of the inccnti ves which drove Dean Sanderson to launch 
out ;farther and farther was the encouragement and hopes some out-
standing gifts gave.. One step forvrard led him to take tvro more .. 
A James H., Hill of St .. Paul, Minnesota learned of the remarkable 
P• 4. 
l"Important Announcement," Church and School, November 1, 1911, 
2P.0. Ervnk, "City Out.look J.ddition ic G8l;t.:Lng Interesting," 
Church and School, IV (May 1, 191.2), 15. 
,.....___ 
i•rork of De;:m Jandcr.5on.. I-Iis interest v1a::.; more than ea.su.:i.}... He 
ofi.'cred ::t50,000 ·t.o the Endov.nnent J?und o:f th0 B:Lble University pro-
off a J'inanc:tnl. c::imp2.:1.gn wh3.ch u'.var:fed all preceding endoavorGo 
TI1e V!::i:l;clnrrord e~~lled .for ~p200,ooo .. oo by March 31, 1916.1 
In WJeting this deadline in order to receiv0 this large sum, 
President S:::inderson talked in terinc~ of vro:.rld-'1ride enterprises., Hi::; 
sp0ech :i_n chapel service in the •reek of May 8, 1911.i vr::is exemplar.y 
of th<:? tone of his thinking and convarsn:tion.. Ho said that the 
Bible wa:3 .a. i:mrld book, that the Church was a world organization; 
that Christ was the world leader; and that the Christian populace 
7NJ.~; beginning to possess a world consciousness which included all 
manld.nd :i..n their :i..nterest. 2 As a result of this Ywrld com;ciousn8s~; 
he proposed that 50,000 people give an average of :;~50 .. 00 each to 
this quarter million dollar drive., The n"11lles of the donors were to 
be arranged alphabetically and preserved in book form i'or posterity~ 
Such men a::> Otho H. Willi.mus, who i'or seven years ministered 
to the Church at Bellinghmn, ·washington, G.s .. o .. Humbert, :field 
secretary to the University since 1903_, Loon L. Myers and Abe F. 
Bennett were the men whom Sanderson h::i.d as the leaders in the. 
Endowment Fund Campaigne One of the devises used to st:inrulate 
interest was to secure three hundred members of the Gideon Band. A 
Gideon was one who gave not less than $uSo.oo. This portion of the 
lw.Lo Myers, 11Eugene Bible University," Church and School, 
VI (April 23, 1914), 9. 
2~., (Turay 8, ~9Jl~), po 11. 
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campaign was to be concluded by December 31, 1915.1 
It was a severe blow and disappo:Lnt.inent. to the President when 
·the James H. Hill gift did not come. A short e.xtension of time to 
May 31, 1916, was al.lowed md for all practical purposes the Uni-
versity did its part. of the agreement. Hovrnver, complications on 
the part of the donor's estate caused the gifts to be cancelled.2 
The disappointment, hovrever, was supplanted by another urgent 
appeal within a fe'/l short months. By the time of early fall President 
Sanderson had a new watchword: 
• • • One hundred and fifty thousand dollars worth of school 
property, seven thousand volumes in the library, and a half 
million dollars in the Endowment Fund by November 17, 1920, 
·which date will be the tv1enty-fifth anniversary of the School I~ 
incorporation.3 
By eru'ly spring of 1918 people began to think in ·terms 
of the early end of the World War., In fact the President of Eugene 
Bible Uni.versity began to promote the needs of the University in 
relation to her extended opportunity when the war ceased. 'l'he end 
of the war meant a. world opportunity for the Church of Christ.. "The 
Christian Religion was born to be the Religion for the whole world. 
The world's future belongs to Christ .. Only the speedy and .rru.thful 
evangel.i..za:t:i.on of the whole world .. • ., n4 would bring abiding universal 
peace. 
l11E
0
B .. U .. Endowment Campaign," Church and School, October 7, 
1915, P• 2o 
2~wers, op. cit • 
.3 rrEugene Bible University Twenty-first Anni versar>J, November 
17, 1916, 11 Christian Journal, November 16, 1919, pe l. 
4uEugene Bible University," Christian Journal, March 21, 1918, 
p .. 7. 
1~ 
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In the month of Ap1"':U 1918 the Brotherhood project of Men 
and Millions Movement was to be finishedo P1•:i.or to the April cam-
paign Eugene Bible University was to receive certain allocationse 
Pres:ident Sanderson entered the campaign then and pu·t in for 
$250,000eOO for the Universi·t:'l• Ho1r.rever, the amount that was pro-
posed for the University was only a fifth of thato As a result the 
President did not feel that he could give his energies to a program 
which would not net the School more than tha:te He needed $250,000 .. 00. 
His plans for expnnsion in the fields of evangel:i..sm, education and 
benevolence were far beyond what anyone else ever surmised that 
Eugene Bible University should or ever might have. The same amoun·t 
of labor put directly to ·the churches of t.'1.e Northwest in behal.f 
of the University as would be expended in the Men and Millions drive 
would reap far more than the allocations of the drive to the University. 
This led President Sanderson to restrict his efforts in behalf of the 
Men and Millions Movemerrt.o Previously he had been to California with 
a team to raise funds for the Brotherhood drive.. Furthermore, it 
led him, in advertising the Men and Millions Drive, to emphasize 
designated gifts to the Bible Uni versit.y e It was the privilege of 
the donor in the Men and Millions movement to designat;e his gift if 
he so pleased nnd he could designate the gift to the Schoolo This was 
pointed out specifically because in the April drive of the Men and 
Mill:ions Campaign no special allotment was for Eugene Bible University0 
The appeal for designated gifts to the University sought only a part 
of the gl.ft. to be designated. This manner of giving would "• •• thus 
help to protect the School and our educational work on the Pacific 
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Coast in this crisla period o;f the V:lorld Vlar..-"1 The campaign as a 
Whole was 11011 advert:ised in the Chrj.s'tian Journal in the succeeding 
months., 
It WRS inevitable that such ac-t;ion would be cri tidzed. From 
criticism crune suspicion., H:. grew· and increased until the reputation 
of the President and tho University was under quest:ion.. Consequently, 
:::i. front page o.f tho September issue of the Christian Journal was 
devoted to stop the chain of gossip. The article reported that on 
the request of. friends of the School, the Executive Board employed 
the services of V<r .R.. Mackenzie and Son, certified public accountaU"ts 
of Portland, to make an audit of all the books and records o:f the 
Pl'evious i'ive years 0 All records and books .from the beginning of 
the School were made available to the company's representativeo The 
.findings of the audit "Vrere tha:t there was no evi.dence of 11 o ., • any 
mimise or misappropriation of .funds entrusted to ·the m<magemen"t 0£ 
the Eugene Bible University," that all moneys received had 11 ••• been 
Properly accounted for," that all business transactions had been 
"• " • properly nuthorized and proper record" kept, that the business 
af.f'airs of the Eugene Bible University had been "• o ., honestly and 
efficiently handled by the Tros·tees., 112 
The close of the World War oponed to many foreigners the 
0PPortuni ty to come to the land of freedom and potent1.al weal tho 
The :mind of Eugene Sanderson, whose passion was so keen to evangelize 
.A. 1 "Men and Millions Special April Drive," Christian Journal, 
Pril 4, 1918, P• le 
. 
2 J .H. Daniel, "Good News .for tho Friends of ·the Eugene Bible 
lln.1.:ve:rsity,11 Christian Journal, X (September 5, 1918), 1., 
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the world, interpreted the mass of foreigners entering our country as 
almost. a di vi.nely ordered plan. He called America the "Palestine of 
'the 20th Century 11 o He said God had sent representatives from all 
nations to America to evangelize them. He concluded that if the 
church did not evangelize these .fort.y million foreign-born people in 
America they would give her "radicalism" and "anarchy". So President 
Sanderson launched his Christian Americanization progra.11 of evangel-
izing, educating and giving benevolence to the foreigners .. 1 
In 1908 David Eugene Olson graduated from the Classical 
Biblical course and from the School of Oratory and Classical Min:ister-
. 1 c u . •t ? ia ourse in 1919 of Eugene Bible ruvers1 y.- D.E. Olson was a 
red-headed Swede vr.ith a catching smile and winsome personality. He 
was an enthusiastic optirnisto Upon graduating, he entered the 
evangelistic field and traveled up and dovm the coast with excellent 
visible success.. He was a dreruner of great dreams with the faith 
and energy to perfect them.. s .. s. Lappin gave this description of 
him. 
How explain Olson? I 1m sure I can't tell. He is a dreamer, 
as has been averrede He entertains day dreams that to me would 
be dismissed at once as the effervescence of a mind running 
idle. These dreams he reiterates with assurance that once 
amused me. But he, from somewhere, brings brick and mor·tar and 
somehow he rears and shapes till his dreams come trueo I have 
heard these dreams when fresh and .fanciful and have smiled w:i:th 
others a·t the confident assurance with which he told them to an 
unbelieving world. But later I have stood on concrete floors he 
had laid, walked through carpeted corridors .from one department 
o.f the school to another, sat at banquet with substanti.al men 
who had become helpers of Olson, looked into the faces of the 
luE.,3.U., Notes," Christian Journal, April 1.5,, 1920, P• 4o 
2Ibide 
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many nati~nal:i.ties in his student body-I have seen and have 
believedo' 
Eugene Olson and Eugene Sanderson dreamed together.. One had 
the enthusiastic dramatic approach which won men's emotions, the 
other had the logical rational presentation which captured men's 
minds .. 
01::-;on made a tr:l.p to "Minneapolis in 1910 and again in 1913. 
With the concerted think-1.ng of Sanderson he developed the program of 
the International Christian Missionary Association. Out of this 
program the International Christian Bible College was built across 
the campu~ from the University of Minnesotae Julius Stone was a 
close partner w::tth Olson in the building of that Collegeo The es-
tablishment of the College fit into a plan which many thought to be 
fantastic. Concurrently, in the winter of 1919 and 1920 vrlth Sanderson's 
announcement of the Christian .Americanization project in Oregon, 
Davld E .. Olson introduced a full scale emphasis in Minneapolis on the 
same theme. The J;i terature printed vras phenomi.nale- Photostatic 
copies of letters were printed from the Vice President of the United 
Stat.(3s, Thomas R~ Marshall, along with sixteen Senators from the 
United States Senate, the Commissioner of the Department of Interior 
and Speaker o.f the House o.f Representatives, all of vlhom heartily 
endorsed the Christian Americanization program of David E. Olson and 
? 
urged support of the same.-
Olson computed that if every member of the Churches of Christ 
;rrould give fJ.ve cents a day the needed $25,ooo.oo could be raised., 
1s.s. Lappin, 11David E.'ugene Olson, 11 International Christian 
Messengex:, VIJ, (February, 1920), pp .. 3-50 
2Thid. 
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'l'hi::; :included ·t:.he total needs of all the institutions that then 
existed and were planned for by bo·th men. T'ne Christian Americanization 
progr:-aa wa..1 to be the safe-gua.--:-d to the whole United States government 0 
Only as people of any nation are mor<'!lly governed by Divine 
principlet: have we or can 1·m have a safe and secure Government 
and only under such conditions is democracy safe in the hands of 
thonc thus governed. The once world powers: Babylon, Medo-
Pcrcia, Greece and Rome, though universal empires, went to smash 
bccaune o;f internal corrupt.ions., Our .American Govern.'llent wlll 
never fall at the hands of an external foe. It is, however:i 
:l.mpo~mibl.e for us ·to cont:.inu.e t.o take into our national heart, 
the corrupting :i.nfluences found in the l.'i ves of all the millions 
who come t.o us from the autocratic, plutocratic governments of 
Europe and Asia, the Occ:i.dent and the Orient with their many 
coP..fl:i.cting pagan ideas and thus 1'rl th this kind of t:i.rnber build 
up a strong moral government of the people, by the people, for 
the people 7r.i. thout reforming, forming and conforming the characters 
of these incoming millions unto the character of Him who is the 
supreme nnd only perfect manly man among men. 
Any democratic republic built upon His moral philosophy 
and ethical principles rost.s upon the rock of ages and will never 
fall though the rain descends, the winds blow and bea·t upon that 
house. Amid the storms of national and international life, that. 
Government will s·ta.ndo Without this no navy, army, financial 
strength,. political pull or prestige can save this or any other 
nai;ion from -the destruction which has sooner or later come to 
one and all of the nations who forgot God. Therefore, 
we must make true, loyal Christian American citizens of the 
millions o.f the vTOrld' s representatives if we ourselves would 
r:i.se and vr1th us lift other nations to the lofty heights placed 1 
before us by our highest and grandest Christian Junerican ideals.·· 
Tirn main object of the entire scheme was to erect and maintain 
similar institutions as e:risted close to the campuses of the Uni-
-.rersities o;f Oregon, Minnesota and Washington at the Port of Entry to 
t.be Puget Sound in Seattle, near the Universit,y of California a:t 
the Golden Gate, on the Gulf of Mexico in Nevr Orleans, near Ellis 
Island in Nevr York Cit.y, at the Gulf of St., Lawrence in Quebec, and 
in strategic interior places 'Vlhere foreigners are "numerous and 
influentialff.2 
1Ibid., po ~ • 2rbid .. 
I 
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In ju0t a JjJ;tle more than three years the ho.Jf'-mi.ll:ion dollar 
educQtional. property in Minneapolis had to be salvaged from the hands 
of recciver::;hipe 'l'he man who did ii• was Eu.gene Sanderson.. Olson 
had gone too far beyond the available resource.oo 
In the early fall of 1923 Sanderson invented the Interna'ti.onal 
Bible Mission and incorporated it under the laws of Oregono He was 
the President vd th the office of the incorporation in the Eugene Bible 
Univerr;ity(> It; 1rms separate in organi~a·tion, but its plans coordinated 
Ylith that o.f the Bible University.. The urgent appeal to the churches 
and .friends of Eugene Bible University in the ~Iorth11est and tJ1e 
M.innea.pol.is Bil>le College in north central United States which the 
P.t•E.:isident made during the three month period of November 1923 to 
February 1924 raised the necessary amount.. One hundred seventy-
fi ve 'thous8nd dollars was the debt on the Minneapolis propertyo1 About. 
~;40,000 was raised in the west.. The whole 11.inneapolis affair be-
crune the property of the International Bible Mission ... 
The purpose of the Mission was colossal., 
The International Bible Mission is world vride in its scopeo 
Its departments of activity are Christian education, Christian 
evangelism, Christian missions and social service, Christian 
Benevolence, Christian literature, Christian business administration 
in United States of P...merica, also the department of Christ;ian 
l:mericanizat:i..on.. It ovms and operates the Paci.fie Christian 
Hospital at. Eugene~ Oregon and the Minneapolis Bible College at 
Minneapolis, Minn. · 
Sanderson thus became the President of two institutions with co-
ordinating purposes whose assets and properties valued in excess of 
J.La1'rrence E .. George, J .. H. Daniel, and Harry Benton, "Good 
News and Undertaking a Great Task, 11 Christian Journal, XV (November 1, 
1923), land succeeding issues. 
2 t"Presenting the Eugene Bible Uni versi t,y, 11 World lfyangel 
(forrnerJ.y called Christian Journal), February 19, 1925, p .. 2o 
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n million dollarso 
Af·Lt::i• Sanderson had redeemed the property in Minneapolis, 
Eugene Olson came to the west and worked vtl th him in promoting the 
newly form€d Bible Missiono Some way and somewhere, probably from 
his brot.her liaron, Olson became interested in an instrument 1·rl th 
1·1hich ho believed he could discover oile Yli th its aid he concluded 
that. there Yras o:i.l in the property of the City O.itlook Addition. He 
convinced S:mderson that it was worth gambling on.. Olson had ex-
tensive acquaintances.. He had been pastor at Tillamook and Cottage 
Grove, Oregon as well as evangelist up and dCY.rm the Pacific Coast 
in years paste With his abilities and personality he had l:H.tle 
trouble in raisiug smficient funds for drilling equipment to get 
sturt.ed.. No school money was involvedo
1 
The Guaranty Oil Company was organized and although the 
geologists said that no oil would be found drilline was started 
at 11E .. B.U., Vlell Noo 111 ., 2 Enthusi:wm and optimi.i::m ran higho The least 
similar:.i. ty ·that the tailings of the well had to rock and ~hale in 
which oil was actually i'ound was prima f acie evidence of the success 
of Well No., 1 0 President Sanderson stood up in chapel one day and 
~aid, 11Studunts, you may nol'J Vll"ite home and tell your parents that 
wo nov1 have assurance that oil has been found in the tailings of 
the well south of' town .. ".3 Tho tragedy o:f.' finding no oil was a glaring 
monster which was never blindedo 
l"Eugenc Bible University Comro.encemont, 192.3," Christian 
Journal, June 17, 1923, po 6., 
2Myers, ope c:i.,:t;:.,. November 17, 1956 .. 
3Hut;ehins, OEo cit.,, December .3, 1956. 
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Although President Sanderson on several occasions gave clearly 
the understanding that there was no connection between the Uni versit.y 
and the Oil Company, the connection vras made in the m1.nds of many 
people since the well was on School propertyo The money soon ran out, 
Qlson went to California, the derrick burned dorm and t.'1-ie adventure 
ended but not the tragic resultse1 
Mr. and Mrs. Kendall E., Burke arrived in Seattle on September 
16, 1919 to begin the work of an extension to Eu.gene Bible University. 
It was kn<r•m as Seattle Bible College Extens:ione I..ocated about five 
blocks .from the University Christian Church and facing the main 
entrance to the State University it opened its doors on September 23, 
1919 to the students who desired a Bibl:i.cal education along with their 
liberal arts coul:'ses.2 Kendall Burke became the President of North-
west Christian College when that insti tu·tion rose out of the 
.financial failure of Eugene Bible University. 
1'he Eurkes, who took the church at Ballard, were succeeded 
by George M., Vle:imer in 1920 and 1921.3 James So McCallum, former 
pastor of the First Christian Church in Eugene, became the director 
in the years follow:lng the instigation of the International Bible 
MJ.ssion. Mr .. and Mrs. Mccallum lived in a part of the building of 
the School and used the remainder of the building to house the students. 
The School property was supported by the rental to the students. Only 
lMyers, op. cit., November 17, 1956 .. 
l ........ 
2walter Lo Myers, "The Call for Volunteers," Christian 
Journal, XI (October 23, 1919), 2. 
3 nseattle Bible College, Seattle, Vfashington, 11 Christian 
Journal, June 16, 1921, P• 8. 
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:Filipino students went to the School.. Before the Independence of the 
Ph:ilippines free passage vms given to the Filipinos to come to 
America for educat:ion.., This arrangement fit the Christian American-
. t• 1 1 iza ·:ion program we le 
T'ne Fin.e P.rts building of the advancing institution vms begun 
:Ln .August 1920 and soon f:lnishedo 2 
Sander:3on was sought by many for advice. in organizational 
and .financial drives., In 1922 Orville Waller,11 M.,D.., approached Harry 
Bent.on saying; "VTe need a. hospii~al.. We don't know of anyone better 
to do it than Dean Sanderson.. Do you supnose he would be interested,? 113 
Mr. Benton told him to go to him and asko Sanderson imnediately saw 
the prof:lpects: and possibilit,ies o.f a hospi ta.l for his great worke 
As a result of that conversation the plans .for Pacific Christian 
Hospital were laid and Harry Benton gave the prayer at the ground-
breaking ceremonieso On Monday evening, October 9, 1922, "• • • more 
than 200 leading merchants, attorneys, physicians, educators, bankers, 
and others of Eugene and some of the surrounding towns • • • 114 had 
present;ed to them the interests of the Pacifi.c Hospitnlo 11A11 e:x:-
pressed themselves as delighted that the work was being undertaken 
by Eugene Bible University with President. Sanderson at the head, for 
this means success, not only in the bu.1.lding of a hospital, but. the 
lTuryers, ope cit. 
2E.C., Sanderson,. "New Building a Necessity,. 11 Christian 
Journtil, XII (August 19, 1920), 1. 
3Benton,, op.., cit. 
lii.Pacific Hospital Campaign Launched," Christian Journal, 
October 12, 1922, pe 2e 
6.5 
l 
h:i.gh plane upon whi..ch it will be opera:tede 11 On February 1,, 1923 
construction bogano It was to cost ~pl,50,000 and included a Nurses 
Traini.ng School along vrlth a Chrlstian Training Coursee Vfithin 
t""'i'lenty-six months, during v;hich time Sanderson led in the cnmpaign to 
redeem the half-million dollar property of the Minneapolis Bible 
College and the incorporation of the International Bible Mission, 
the necessary funds were secured to complete the Pacific Christian 
Hospi tul and it ;ms dedicated on March 16, 19240 The doors opened 
to pat,ients on the next day.. The hospital was equi.pped and furnished 
w:l.th 100 bedso It was incorporated in the International Bible 
Mission programe 
The combination af training men and women to care for the 
physice.l maladies of the body as well as their souls broke the "o e o 
bonds of a local institution ci.nd becomes 1bec:.11ne1 world-wide in :U:.~: .. __ :, 
ouLre.:.ich .. 112 By :Ju.ch training the missionaries who went t.o foreign 
fields could add greatly to their e.ffectivenesse Of the hospit..al it 
was said, "The physical material of construction is concret.ee The 
spirit of the institu:t.:ion is from above,. and doctrinally it is founded 
upon t.!le Rock.113 Sanderson had added one more vital piece of 
equipment to his vast enterprisee Without, the implicit tru~rt in t.he 
ability and sinceri.ty of this man, and without the ability, energy 
a.nd faith in ·the man himself such tremendous feats could not have 
1 Ibido 
211Pacific Christian Hospital," Christian Journal, JumJ. 5, 
192lt, p" 1.5 e 
3roid. 
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ber::n accomp11shed., 
'l'he first issue of the chief organ of the Bible University 
came out vr.ith a nevr format in January of 1925.. It no longer was to 
the Christian Journal., It wa.s to be knom1 as the ~ Evangel in 
keeping with the scope of the projects it was to promote... Hence 
across the facr.;? of ·the ne'fl publ:Lcution and its succeeding is:&'Ues 
appear.ed ·the slogan, "Every hour of every day somewhere the Eugene 
Bible Un:l versi·ty and the International Bible Mission are Preaching, 
Tr::aching, Healing, Bu:ildj_ng, Ministering ... "1 
More .,m,i:; t.o be added in subsequent yenrs to ·t.his evei-
e:;.'Pandlng super-machine which had an insatiate appet:i te for :r:iore 
fundn... The year 1927 was Sanderson~ s year for gathering insM. tutions 
into the nmv massive organizationo 
On .Tanaat"Y l_, 1926 Hoffman Hall, which had been occupied by 
the Girl 1 s .Jun:i.or College, was refitted a.n'-' opened as the Home and 
School fo1· Boys~ The next year a tv1ent,y-l;wo acre tract of land 
situated between Los Angeles and El Mont~,, California with buildings 
was purchased by the Inte:rnat:ional Bible Mission and pu·t in shape 
£or a Home and School for Boys to open September 12, 1927 • Mr. and 
Mrs~ Frederick Grimes supervised the vmrk. In addition to these 
tvrn :schools for boys there were two schools for girls, both Junior 
Colleges: the C.B .. Humbert Hall and the Thurston Hall. The two 
Junior Colleges were ovmed by ·the Bible University. Tho Baker Hall 
for girls had bet1n turned into a mtrseg' home. Another home 
assimtlated and opera:t.ed by the Internattonal Bible Mission was 
1mgene c.. Sanderson, "Every hour of every day somewhere "the 
Eugene Bible University and the International Bihl·~ Mission are Preaching, 
Teaching, Heali.ng, Building, Ministering," Christian Journal,, XVIII 
(January 15, 1925), 1. . 
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Gulliforcl Hall and Home for the Aged.e It 7;as located on the City 
Ou·Uook propert.ye Still another piece of property acquired during the 
year 1927 vras a large building adjacent to the Kansas State Agri-
cultural College· campus, Manhattan, Kansas. It was put in shape 
for a school and opened as the Kansas Bible ColJ.ege on September 
12, 1927., It operated under the joint auspices of the Bible M:i.ssion 
and the Bible Universityc1 
The Colorado Bible College opened for reception of students 
SeptiBmber 12, 1927 o Three buildi.ngs in Fort Collin.'1, Colorado had 
been purchased to begin a pl.'ogram of Christian education under the 
? lcaderahi.p of C.Ve Dunn, Dean.·-
This fit well into the challenge which President Sanderson 
gave t.he gr~dua:t.in.g class of June 1927 at the Junior-Senior banquet 
on May .50 He proposed that they complete in thirty years, that is 
by 19.57, the following: 
la To establish at leas·t two Bible colleges in America, or 
elsewhere in the worldc 
2 ~ To lead in ·t;he building or erection of at least fifty 
church buildingso 
3. To lead in organizing at least one hundred churches of 
Christ. 4. To lead at least
3
.fifty thousand persons to Chris·t and 
into His church.-
~~Jhat Harry Benton virotc about back in 1913 a.s editor of Church and 
School hnd unfolded. 
This school was not founded with the idea of localism. The 
l~'Thr<::e Things Worth Knowing," World Evangel, January 15, 192.5, 
Po 1 and succeeding issuese 
2,,Adm:.l.rri.strat,ion Building Colorado B:ible College, of bugene 
Bible University, Fort Collins, Colorado," World Evan.gel,, XIX (September 
22, 1927), lo 
.3nEugene Bible University and Internat:lonal Bible Mission St.and 
For, t! !£.rld EvangE'._l, July 7, 1927, pe 7 • 
I 
I 
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Brotherhood could not well support such a school • • • • 
It is a recognized .fac·t. among all leading educators that 
the times nmv call for, and in the near .future loudly demand, 
educa:t.ional centers of .such magnitude nnd far-reaching influence 
and recognized standing that they shall be truly cosmopoU tan.l 
The yea:r 1928 was the year when the critical conflict bet'.veen 
supply and demand met in prel:im.inaries which were dent:i.ned to a tragic 
entl.1.ng.. During the year three more acquisitions were made to the 
huge enterprise. Cornelia Ae Davis gave to Eugene Bible Unlversity 
in memory of her mother, Judi th J •• It. Turner, five acres of property 
and buildings in Turner, Oregone Two miles south vras a hundred acre 
:fa:r-m to be used as a ~"llirnner home for the boys. It was dedicated as a 
Home and Farm for Boys. In <January 27, 1928, Iill". and Mrs. c.J. Jessee 
vrere employed as superintendents o 2 
Very little information can be found on the addition of the 
:Properties in Camden Point, Missouri which Yrere taken over by 
Sanderson for Eugene Bible University. On a t..rip east in the srunmer 
of 1928 11., ., "' he closed a deal whereby Missouri Christian College 
becomes Lbecam~) a. part of the Eugene Bible Un:tversity group of 
Colleges.113 GoHo Fern, professor in the College, was made dean and 
Mr• and Ml·s. Lavrrence Wells became instructors., 'l'he same scarcity 
of :material exists about the Dodge City, Kansas Hospital which in 
1928 been.me a part of the series of institutions under the guidance 
8 
1Harry Benton, "E.B.U. and January 19, 1913," Q!!!irch and 
~' V (January 2, 1913), 3e 
2,J di A Turner Memorial Home fo.r Boys, 11 World Evangel, Ju ' u · th J .;~., 
lle 21_, 1928, P• le 
311E.BoU• _ our Newest College," World Eva.ngel,, September 
20, 1928, P• 3. 
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of Eugene Sanderson<> They all had h:lgh financial demands .. 
The devouring teeth of a monst.rous organization began to 
grind on empty coffers. 'l'he channels and sources of finances which 
supplied the food began to dry up.. The high interests of the ammities 
plus the taxes on those properties which brought no income consumed 
readily the cont.ributions o.f the churches and Christians.. Ever since 
1901.i. th13 School had been prepared to receive annuities in cash and 
real estate.. Int~rests had been 5 and 6% on capital .. 1 Through the 
years bonds had boc.n ;is.sued at this rate too.. Properties all over 
·t.he Northwest, and even in Canada, were accumulated, appraised and 
interest. paid on their value until the owner died.. The early twenties 
had been the big yen.rs of property assessmento As real estate wont 
down the sale price of properties never compensated for the high 
interest of 6-10% paid over a period of years plus what vrould have 
to be paid in the future to ·the owner., Many appraisals were carelessly 
made.. F..;nthusiasm and an over-abundant benevolent spirit had acquired 
a ma'!'f' . .moth that was consuming more than its wortho Sanderson calm.ly 
proceeded though in good faith, convinced that the matter was temporary 
and that people could be rallied to the need., The February issue ol' 
the ·world Evangel, hmvever, came off the press with a note of 
desperation announcing "A Million Dollar Gift Ca'llpaign11 0 2 Larger 
resources were needed for buildings· and new equipmento The campaign 
was to end June l, 1929 and had begun January l, 1928. 
~ugene Divinity School, Ninth Annual Catalogue,. 190.3-1904, 
PP• 4, 5. 
2 nJ.. Million Dollar Gift Campaign for Eugene Bible Un:i.vers:i:ty 
and Intcrna:tional Bible Mission," Yrorld Evangel, Februar-.r 9, 1928, 
P• le 
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It became increasingly apparent tha:t the ::wurc.;e o.f income 
must h:.?Y) greater territory from which to draw·., This was a matter 
tha:t E.,G., Sanderson had struggled with for a number of years., The 
Board of H:i.gher Education in allocating terri to:rJ to the Spokane 
Um:ver::::::i:ty in Spokane, 'Washington and Chapman College in Cal:i.forn:i.a 
had in theory restricted him to Oregon. It was so o\r:i.den·i; that the 
institutions that had been developed could not possibly be supported 
from Oregon alone that Sanderson had to originate a system by which 
he could :?.ppeal to the whole Brotherhoodo 
The School was a Brotherhood school in his thinkingo The 
Brotherhood was needed for financ:i.al support. The organizations of 
the Brotherhood in developing other areas of work had isolated his 
work to a territory which vrn.s ent;irely ·too small to provide the needs., 
Sanderson had promoted and endorsed the Brotherhood appeals in the 
School's paper but as the needs of his interests expanded he was 
:forced to by-pass them to provide the needs of the institution he had 
developed. T'ne application of the 1t'1J'forld" idea was the means by 
which he thought it could be donee An individual Christian could 
become a member of the 1'VTorld Evangel Army" and ye·t not be isolated 
from other Brotherhood activlties.1 
In March 1928 Sanderson presented to the Executive Board of 
Eugene Bible University the scheme of formulating a u., • o non-profit 
sharing and Christian Corporation to be knovm as Bible VIorld Eva.ngels, 
lThis conclusion has no particular documentary evidenceo We 
knCJ'.rr that. the "World'' idea was developed. The conclusion, however, 
is authentic to the extent that it is what several who were closest 
to Sanderson believed to be the reason behind his action. It was at 
·t.his point of' support that nruch misunderstanding arose about the 
motives and purpose of the School and many false conclusions were drawn. 
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-rri th the hope that said corporation 'i-rlll become a national and world-
w.ide Christ;ian Corporation ... .,111 to further implement the l'rork 
already begun to speedily evangelize the world.. Furthermore, the 
neeessa:i:•y preliminary measures were taken to sell l:ife insurance .. ~ 
By December the plea of the Gift Campaign was even more 
urgent and C::l.l."ried a note of superficial optimism which indicated 
that desperation had entered the ranks of Eugene Bi.blo University and 
the International Bible Mission.. The goal had raised to tl'm million 
dollars by October 15, 1930 which date was to be the "'.l.'h:irty-f:i.fth 
Anrdversar'J Roll Call11 ., Thirty-five thousand friends and students 
1rcre asked to participate in extending the Gospel over the earth in 
its "Divine, Triune Expression of Christian Education, Christian 
Benevolence and Christian Evangelism .. 11 The full impact of the 
cri ticaJ. situation can be sensed from the f ollovr.ing quotation: 
You. are now personally invl ted, vr.i th the hosts of Israel, 
to our Thirty-Fifth Anniversar'.{ (1895-1930) Celebration and 
Roll Call, October 15, A.D .. 19300 
Many Achievements o:f. these Thirty-Five Thousand friends of 
Eugene Bible Un:iversit.y and Vlorld Evangels will be celebrate.do 
~.10ng others, we pray, v.rlll be the adding of 'fvm Million Dollars, 
net, to our resourcese 
One Million Dollar Permanent Endownent.. Also enabling us 
to liquidate interest dra:wing indebtedness, and maintain highest 
standardse A Herculean task, you say? 
Think l:t not incredible vre may announce gifts of ~~50,000 .. 00, 
~t2,5,ooo .. oo, ~~10,,000.00 for our far flung, Divine, varied ministry., 
Wall Street. has no comparable investments. Memorial Rooms, 
Halls, Chapels, Names, Ideals, of loved ones• Names of all 
Donors will be enrolled.in our strongly bound E .. B.U. Th:lrty-
Fifth Anniversary Roll Call volume-Precious legacy for your 
lEtlgene Bible University, Minute Book (beginning wlth the 
minutes of May 23, 1917 and closing Yrl th March 27, 1928), p.. 300 .. 
2Ib"d 298 l. "' pe • 
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Posterity., 
Pre-Anniversary volunteer gifts doubly appreciated., l 
In the ve!"'.f midst of' this two million dollar program came 
an urgent appeal in .May of 19290 A "Thirty-day Victory Cash Gift 
Carnpa:ign :for $5o,ooorr was pressed upon the .friends of the Un:i.versit.y .. 
Nev-'•l.· i· '"' "t thi .,.. . did . 
"' A~ :i. ·s .. rty-,J,, our years of operat1011 1 t close the ncJ1ool 
:Vear in debt for the operating expenses... Elder A .. D. Skaggs, who 
eave the .f:h•st book to the School many yea.rs before, gave the: f:t:i.."'.::::t • 
. 11r~o ,... 
'IP:..> 0.,()r).,~ 
"E.B.,Ue Day" was used to launch the cffo:r.•t.. Prayer meeti.ngs 
We:t,>o held to give it the spirj:l:;ual impetus needed., 11Vfa.tch and pray" 
bee~ 1-
4'l1e ·,_,he watchword.. The ral1y was short lived and was never more 
th-"'"' ·1 d • • k d. Du • J th p • 1 t 
-i " espa:i..rJ.ng gasp in the quic .. en 1ngo r:r.ng une e res1c en 
nm.de a t.rip to visit his other schools in -the east. On returning he 
reported that the work was encouraging, that the construction of 
the new building for the Kansas Christ~ian College at Manhattan, 
Kansas a.nd the nevr 100 bed hospital at Dodge City, Kansas vras near 
com.nletion. Each Ins'ti tu ti on was looking forrrard to dedication in 
the ea:i:-1y autuinne-3 He expressed a "brighter outlook" :for the entire 
gl'oup of schools .for the fall. The optimism waD credulous. On 
August 8, 1929 President Eugene Claremont Sanderson, the master-
rn. 
<J.nd of an ins'titution ·whose aim was 'to circumnavigate the globe 
lv:i tt. t . d f 
-
11 the "'.L'r:i.une" expression of ·the Gospel of Chris, re.ngne rom 
----------~~~--~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~ 
1.. 10Thi.rty-Fii'th Jinni versary Roll Call, October 15, 1930," ~' December 6, 1928, po 1. 
C 2".ftn Urgent Victory Call to the Mru1y Friends o:f Eugene Bible 0
l.1ege on the. Pacific 'coast,," ~~orld Evangel, May 9, 1929, p .. 8 .. 
Pc 8. 3upresident Sanderson Returns," y~orl<l Evangel,, July 4 .• 1929, 
13 
his work of t.hirt;y-four yea.rs.. Dr .. S., Earl Childers succeeded him 
a::; President and Walt.er LC!> ?Jyers became ChnnC(!lOro 
CHAPTER IV 
EDUCATOH. MID THEOLOGIAN 
Eugene Sanderson was a pioneer educator.. Perhaps the full 
tmpact of the meaning o.f establishing Bible inst.itut.ions next to 
tax supported cchools was not felt by him until he was well along in 
his progrrnne He specu.•headed a movement, hmvever, which was welcomed 
by the bes·t minds of the Brotherhood.. Vf..,T .. Moore, well-kn0'1m wrii~er 
and ocholar of the Christian Church said, 
The movement to establish Bible Chairs on colleges in close 
pro:r.i.mi ty to our st~te universities is practically an ansv;er -t.0 
a demand of the public conscience for Bible instruction that 
w:ill not compromise our state uni versit:les with the people who 
do not feel a need of such instruct.ion., .. .. .. Such establish-
ment is a helpful solution o:~ the educational problern., 1 
He vms lauded by the educa'l:;ors of the Nortlr.vest... Dr. Carl 
Doney, president. of Yrillamette University said, "Keep on, blessed 
soul, in rearing men and vromen vrho vtlll relate themselves to 
institutions that bless L 112 Others thought that the school with such 
relationship with the State University would abolish 11denominat:i.on;il 
colleges of a low grade of work .. 113 The Brot,berhood, too, was proud 
of his accompliahmen·ts 0 F .. D.. Kershner' s report of his v:Lsi t to 
l;ir., Te Moore, "Alexander Campbell as an Educator, 11 Christian 
:E.'vange1ist., XLI (July 7, 190h), 860 .. 
2Eugene Bible University Scrapbook, unident.ified clipping .from 
the ;Eugene Hegister Guard. 
3rbid .. 
11.1. 
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·the School made this remark,11 
We are both gra.tifie.d and surprised at ·t:.he splendid work wrhich 
is novr done by President S<01nderson and his co-laborers in this 
instit.utiono Yle quest:lon whethei· any college in our Brotherhood 
is ren£ering a. greater service to our cause than these men are 
doinee 
The harmonious relat.ionsh:ip the Bible University had 1''lith 
the Sta.t.e University which lasted through the years was on a h:i.gh 
plane., Tfm esteem that President Sanderson demanded because of his 
excellent work, his scholarship, and his extens:ive abilities resulted 
in the problems which the schools had being i.·rorked out successfully" 
The precedent of the good association betvreen the two was set and 
firmly established during the presidency of Drs. Strong a.nd Ccimpbell 
of the State University,, Dr. Campbell y1as nn outst::mcling Christian 
Church layman and relative of Alexander Campbell for whom Dr. 
Sanderson held the highest adm..i..ration. It was Dr .. Frank Strong, 
President of the State Universit;y in 1900 who congratulated ·the 
Christian Church at its first commencement program for "• • ., having 
solved the problem of ai'filiation wit.h State universH;ies.,112 
Although Dean Sanderson made it distinctly clear from the 
beginn:i.ng that ·the Di vin.i ty School did not and would not have any 
official connect.:ion with the state school but would be related only' 
':) 
in its geographical locution, it vms soon forgotten..... Sharp edi-
torials were written attacking the relation of the state and div.i.nity 
lF.,D. Kershner, "Voices of Victory,." Christian Standard, 
LIII (December 29, 1917), 23 and 11What an Educator Tninks, 11 Christian 
Journal, January 17, 1918, P• 1 .. 
2A.,C., Smither, "Monday Musing," Pacific Christian, X (June 
10, 1900), 110 
3oregon state Journal, July 31, 189.5, XXX:II, Wo. 27, P• .5. 
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schools as being a step t.ow2,t'd lirJdng church and state., The 
Portland Oregonian led the attack .. 1 There were statements ·which 
indicated that, -t,he Divirri ty School would lend sectarian influence to 
the State Uni ve.rs:i ty c 2 The educators and journalists who "Vrere clo:::e 
enough to the u·m schools to know and understand the si tuat,ion 
eff~ctively ansv;ered the criticse The members of the Board of Regents 
of the University of Oregon spoke openly and frankly on the sub;ject. 
Regent S.,P.. Fr:i.endly said 11humbug 11 to the schools 1 connectiono In 
all of the melec the cordial relationship of the t.110 schools remainede 
Dean S.::inderson had Little to say except in one message ::~t the First. 
Christi~tn Church in :B.'ugene, Oregon, where he kindly and graciously 
presented the matter expressing his belief that if the critics under-
~tood the si tua ti on ·t.hey would not make such accusations. The 
incident "l'ms considered helpful for it brought publici.ty to the 
Divinity School and ca1.rned the educators and the general populace 
to think over more ser:tously the philosophy of secular and religious 
education.3 Sanderson was convinced that the secular man must be 
morally and spiritually equipped or all humanit.y would be lost. History 
has proven 'the validity of his philosophy and the e.ffectiveness or 
hov; he intended to put his theory into practj.ce. 
lmy educational institution is 'Vlorth only as much a.s the 
qua.Ji ty of the personali.t.ies connected vTith it.. It .. is personal:.L ty 
11,he Oregonian (Portland), July 29, 1902, P• 6. 
2~o, July 31, 1902, P• 6. 
3Etlgene Bible University Scrapbook, 11Address 11 by J.Ao 
Bushnell to Board of Trustees at their lSth Annual Meeting, May 2h, 
1910. 
Tl 
which give::; vitaJ.i t,y and me<rning to the institution., Rega.rdle.ss of 
6 ~ c unless a college or a university i.:: dow.inatcd by some 
gr,e.:L"t. pr.:n·.z~on':1]ity or p<?.r~:om:l:i.t:Li~::;, young r;18n and :roung women 
rrl.11 ~•ed: :in vain for the kind ol' equipm0nt needed to grapple 
with t.r,.;;: gre<:\t i::.:sue:;~ of th:l3 active, noisy, turbulent tvmnt:ieth 
centu:r:'.r lifeo ., ., ., Yle must have some real men, some real 
<wmon, at tho h(;ad of our :inst:i tu ti ons of learning if vrn want 
to make these institutions the power for good which they ought 
to be • .1 
t!Plncc no unvrort.hy man on guard, 11 coun.se1ed ,J .. L, .2m;.}me11, President 
of the Board of Trunt.ees :1n 1912.2 
Eugono Sanderson. had an nttr:ibute 1rhich enabled him to choose 
"r<.:!<:tl!! men and !lre.:tlir vromen, to surround himself vdth great person-
a!..i ti(~t: and t.o inspire them to their best. With but ftiw except.ions 
his judgmunt of the quality and ability of various men and women wao 
almor;t ini'allible. The men he chose basically believed as he did 
and had a passion as .fervent as his for his purposoo 'l'hey were 
mighty men in fait.h, courage, and labor~ T'noy ·were not his puppets 
but were imUvlduals in their orm rightso He adr.:Lired men <1ho could 
m;;d.:.ch hi;; wits, passion, and energiei.~o Men either matched him or 
nearly so, understood him treated his id:1 o~~yncrasies with Chr:i.stian 
grace or moved ono Sanderson chose VE.ll'Y fevr who d:Ld not meet ·the 
test. They had to be great Christian personalities., 
'l'he coming of David Clinton E:ellems in 189'/ to Eugene 
Divinity SchoolJ resulted in the School being invaded vrith a mi~.is'ion-
1Moore, lee., cito, P• 877 • 
2Eugene Bible University Scrapbook, unidentified clipping. 
3.2_ugene Divln:U~y School, Fourth f,nnual Catalogue, 1898-18??, 
vrith announcements .for 1899-1900, pe 5., 
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ary and evangelistic splrit that burned higho The graduates who 
sat in his classes and met his standards in oratory and homiletics 
carae out of t.he School as outstanding pulpi teers and evangelists 
who not only could be he.ard and understood but were wox•th hearing. 
P.is programs o.f speech and oratory were widely accla:i1ned. For a. 
quarter of a century his influence pervaded the halls of E.ugene Bible 
Uni versit•Ye He was the "e • • fresh.111an rs friend, the absolutely 
1human 1 prof esso:ro • • e He was the only one vrho dared expose Yrhat 
he knffi"l to be the kindly real man benea. th the president• s frock 
coat., 111 He was Sanderson's right hand man unt<i.1 his death in 1922.2 
He respected the president's a.bill ty but was not avmd a.8 others were. 
~ He could ru:i.d did say anything to the President that needed sayingo~ 
'l'he ndcli tion of ErneDt c. Wigmnre in 190.3 to the faculty was 
an inestimable asset to the School-·chosen and employed by the 
president. He was a genius in the class room. He was a locomotive 
engineer who came from England. ttHe was a gif·ted linguist and teacher 
of language •• )t. He had a wide range of knovrledge and seemed to be 
able to tee.ch anything that needed ·teaching. In the e:xpos:ition of 
Paul's epistles he reached lrl.s greatest heights as a Bible t;ea.cher.5 
Such men as V .E. Hoven and s. Earl Childers, vrho have been noted in 
the North:v.res't as Bible exegetes, came f'rom his classroomc Both of 
these men vrere on 'the faculty of Eugene Bible University in later 
yearse 
The visit vrhich Dre Royal. .Jo Dye, missionary to Africa, ma.de 
1Phillipc, £Po cite 
4rbido 
-
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to the c2JT1pus of Eugene Bible University in 1908 on his western tour 
made a pron01mced impression upon President Sanderson. No thing ever 
touched his heart like the message of Dr .. Dye.. From that time on 
there c<>..me nn upsurge of emphasis and interest in preparing men and 
l'romen. :for the mission fieldo1 
Other men who fashioned the spirit a11d tone of Eugene Bible 
Un:.iversi ty, chosen by Sanderson, prior to its economic breakdown were 
Victor E. Hoven, s .. Earl Childers, 1!'lalter L., Myers, Elmer Me Patterson, 
Harold E., Knott, Mrs. D.,C., Kellems, JIJrs. Ella Humbert and Mrs. Mary E«> 
Ashurst SteveM .. 2 Harry Benton, who wa.s the editor to the Church and 
School fro1!1 its beginning until its end as the World Evangel, in-
estimably inf luen.ced the School and the churches through his pro-
motional and editorial policies• Much could be said also of the 
contribution nhich the pastors of the First Christian Church made ·t;o 
Sanderson, !Lis School and his students. Such men as Morton L., Rose, 
James s. McCallum and Elijah Stivers were statmch men. Men whose 
fervor for evangelizing the lost was parallelled only by fevr. As 
special 1eet.urers for the School and advisors to the President their 
influence became an indeD.ible part of the life of the Bible Uni-
versity .. 
President Sanderson admired the apostles Peter and John. He 
esteemed the:tr holy boldness greatly.) Yfuen other men shovICd the 
S'3Jile characteristics he was drmm to them. David Eugene Olson was 
a fearless optimistic person and, because of it, Eugene Sanderson 
1rbido 2mwr Mrs. Francis Cook. 
3Humbert, op. cit .. 
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placed u:n}jrn:Lted trust in the mane In a crucial stage o:f the 
development of his world-wide program the President became a victim 
of his 't~l."ll:;t :le Olson -r;hc act<::d 1'Jith an overabun~l.anee <Jf t.mLlms:L:.t::;:1 
regarding the~ oil trello It is li6l:i.ev•.>1 that Sanderson werrl; bc)y-ord 
his ovrn good judgment because of the pressure of Olson 1s zeal.1 The 
relationship of these two dreamers of great dreams produced a scheme 
so broad in its scope that few people ever grasped it. It needs to 
be said that Olson was not directly responsible for the economic 
downfall of the network of schools and institutions., 
Field secretaries were a vital factor in the good relations 
of the Bible University and the churches. The first graduate of 
Eugene Divinity School was G .. s.o. Humbert,, The degree of Bachelor 
of Divinity was conferred on him in 1900. He becenie the first 
field secretary of the institution in 1903.. His sincerity and quiet 
manner and genial warm personality made him loved by al.l. There 
vrasn 1 t another man in the Northwest, except President Sanderson, who 
vms knovm personally by so many during his connection vd th the 
Schoolo2 He was a lawyer by training and served until 1918. 
Abe Bennett was employed by 'the School in 1916 and was v.d. th 
the Bible Uni.versity until its end. He was a good preacher and 
during his term of service came to know and be lmovm by a great 
majority of the Christian Church members of the Northwest. There 
were others who assisted in special drives and financial campaigns 
1 rnterview vrl th Aldis Webb, minister of the First Christian 
Church, Tillamook, Oregon, September 17, 1956 and Hoven, ,O,Po cit. 
2 11Where They Are and Vlhat They Are Doing," Church and School, 
January 7, 191li, P• 6. 
Bl 
over the Ye"''"s• 
"""' Only a large roster would exhaust ·the list. 
As an educator, President Sanderson desired that M.s students 
receive the best ~n lecturesh~pa E h · 1 ~ • w ac yetn' spec1a lectures were 
giv-~m b th Y .e leading professors of the scienc~s in the liberal arts 
Colle ..., geo over the Northvrest at Eugene Bible Universityo Sanderson 
had a. keen interest in archaeology and in the harmony of science 
and l:'eligion.. As a result, he vras anxious that his students b.e 
ncq11af • • 
- nted v0_th the scienceso Yet when it came to chapel services 
OnJ.y on very rare occasions did he ever invite a minister from 
~ 1 Other denomination to speako The action was in keeping with his 
be]j 
.ef in the sin of denominationalism as portrayed in Protestantismo 
The reli . gious lectureships were carried on by men in the Christian 
Chu.2·c1 1 and confined a great deal to the ministers of the First 
Cin-ist· . ian Church of Eugene, Oregon. 
Eugene Sanderson was intent on providing a good library for 
his 
students. Although his own library made up the library for the 
.fil-st f evr years, he constantly added to it by being on the lookout 
for · interested persons who could contribute to it. The library of 
the School w~s unique and known throughout the Christian Churches 
as 0 ne of the besto F.D. Kershner wrote, 
The special collection of rare books on the Bible n,ovr in 
~Xistence at· Eugene would be hard to duplicate anyvmere ~lse. 
in the world. President Sanderson is not only an onth~s1ast1c 
connoisseur in this field, but be appears· to have rea~.1zed, 
a~ ferr of our other college men have
2
done, hovr essential a real 
libi-a.ry is :for the work of a schoolo 
The Sarah Eo and J.A • .Bushnell library was named after the 
membe!'s of the Board of Regents who gave a large nrunber of books 
--------~~~~--~~--~~~:----~~~~~~ 
2Kershner, loc. c~~ 
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·to the School and substantial financial gifts for that purpose 0 
The president was a reader of many books• For years he 
Presented revievrn of from 4-8 books a month in the Church ~ School 
and Christian !!.~l}E~o He showed his interest in young people by 
Pl'esenting a series of reviews on books for children, especially 
boys~ He su.f.fered a great disappointment .:i.n his children. His 
youngest girl, Elinor, died in her teens. His older daughter, Vera, 
who had married Victor Hovis, was not healthy and died at an early 
age. His son Mark never followed in the steps his father intended 
but as described by his father on one occasion of waywardness on 
·the part of his son, "The religious consciousness in Mark has not 
yet asserted itsei.r.,111 
When the Dean made a visit to the Holy Land in 1900-1901 
he collected rare books for his museum. The personal collection o;f 
Lou:i.s H. Turner was the nucleus .for this museum. Sanderson desired 
to keep abreast of ·the educational and religious trends of the day o 
In 1910 Dean Sanderson made plans to go abroad and enroute t.o take 
some specialized vmrk at schools in the Uni tecl States. His brother, 
.ti.man F. Sanderson, minister at Keokuk, Iowa for seven years, Houston, 
Texas, seven years and Ottumvra, Iowa, five years served as interim 
president.2 
During his "vacation," after fifteen years without one, 
President Sanderson studied at the University of Pennsylvania, 
Oxford Universit;>r and Free Church College in Glasgow. He visited 
lPhillips, .£P_~o 
2"President Sanderson to Take Special Work.:i" Church and 
School, September 14, 1910, po 7. 
.J 
... 
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the Southern Baptist Theo1ogicel Seminary and Vanderbilt.. He studied 
in the t'" 1 .... 
A · J.e d of Biblical and Christian Theology and took special 
course"' ·· . 1 
"" :i.n the Babylonian Department and the Museums., 
President Sanderson wanted his school to have advantage of 
the corporate expression of colleges as they joined toge·ther in 
:making appeals or in conducting studies :for their :mutual benefits., 
Fe · • 
' JOJ..ned with thirteen other Disciple Colleges in presenting a united 
appeal f'o1~ recrui. ts for the ministry., 2 He also led the School in 
me:mbe:r>'"'h • • 3 
· "' 1.p l.n the Association of Independent Colleges of Oregon., 
He "'ot h . 
.., lg "t for an active place in the life and 1wrking of the Brother-
hood o:f C' . t· h 
nr:rn Jia.n Churches. For a. number of years e vras vice 
Pl:'esi den·~ " th ~- · · · S · t d t t th I t 
- y OJ. e .;;.iuer1can 1"11.ssionary oc1e ;;;- an wen · o e n er-
nation· 1 C 
ct onvention to perform his duties on recommendation committeeso 
Reco:t-ct"' h 
'-' s. ow he made the trip to the Pi.ttsburgh (1909) and the Atlanta 
(J..9J.4) 1+ 
conventions., 
c . Although most students were "scared stiff";J of the Pres:i..dent 
:no :man Was more concerned about and loved his students more than he 
clict 
· " Underneath the crust oi' this august disciplinarian was a heart-
:f eJ. t interest in every one o:f them. For years he never kept a record 
------·--------
1EPse~ Bible Universit;y, Minutes, January 4, 1911. 
211A Startling Fact, 11 Church _§.!_ld .§£EOo1:., January 2, 1919, P• 3. 
3nrrotes and Nevrs," Christian Journal, ~ec~mber, 1919, P• 4, 
anal "Pacifj_c Coast Christian Church News, 11 Chr1st1ai:i_;To1.g~nal, December l, 92J., p. 4. 
C} 411The ApDeal from the Church Extension Board, Anticipations," ~l__<::.,1.1..._d_§!?hooi, September 13, 1914, P• 11. 
Oct b 5rntervievr with Goldie Ruth We11s, retired missionary, 0 
e;r 25, 1956. 
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o:f the students 1 grades., He knew each record so personally that he 
felt no need for writing them dovm., The development of the Industrial 
Farra on ·che City Outlook property managed by B.,E. Utz1 basically was 
a measure to fulfill a concern for his students. Having learned from 
Johnson Bible College a. system of industrial farming for their college, 
he adapt,ed a similar program ·which gave opportunity for any young man 
to get an education if he was willing to work for it. Seventy-'l;hree 
acres between Alder and Agate Streets were set a.side for the purpose 
of raising fruits, grains and animals to be used by the School and 
for public sale so young men vmo desil•ed to ge·t an education could do 
In all the i-ecords through the years of the faculty mi:rmtes 
there are only a very small percentage of times when in faculty 
meetings the ·vrelfare of the students, individually and collectively, 
was not considered. Academic problems, domestic difficulties, moral 
issues, financial hardship, social and physical ills were given 
sincere personal attention. The strain of being a promoter and 
financier never made him lose sight of what really counted. 11We 
must not forget that money is not the greatest need. We also need 
3 true men and women as teachers and studentso 11 He fervently ad-
monished his students not to ". • • rush out before you are ready .114 
1
"Professor B.Eo Utz," Church and School, April 20, 1910, P• 1. 
2~ugene Register Guard, September 24, 1919. 
3Walter L. Myers, "Eugene Bible University," Church and 
School, VI (May 8, 1914), 11. 
4Ibid., April 23, 1914, P• 9. 
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What th 
ey became was as important to him as what they learned. 
Sanderson was more interesting as a teacher than a preacher., 
"His 
special forte was Bibl:i.cal exposition. He had a vray of impelling 
stnctents to know the content of whatever book of the Bible he was 
teaching.rrl He was thorough and exacting in the class room, 
meticu1 . 
ou.s :i..n having the Bible read interestingly and distinctly. 
Pro.Cessor Sanderson taught Scriptural Exegesis, Church History, 
Bib1· ical Theology and Comparative Religion. Vfuen his acti vittes in 
P:romot · ion and management became too demanding he dropped Church 
Risto')-r(~ d . . ? ~.1 an Bibb.cal Theology.·-
One rule which Professor Sanderson had for his class room 
vras to bemn and close im.. th d 1 d o~ on ·t;he minuteo vmen e oor was c ose no 
one wa"' t 
"" o enter late., He had the habit of asking trick questions 
as thought-stimulants for his students. One day he asked a student 
l'ihat the man said when he was found at the wedding feast vr.i th out 
a Vreddi 
ng ga~~ent in the parable by Jesus •. T'ne student was caught 
been said. He paused longer than t:rjli ng to .recall what might have 
Usua1. "That•s right, 11 said Professor Sanderson, 11He was speechless." 
:rn this manner the student was taught to notice .fine details in 
Bib1· tr 1ca1 stories) He adopted a policy of answering studen s 
questions on the day ai'ter they were asked. This caused "• ., • ir-
~e~erent youne men to say that he thus avoided appearing not to 
know the answer and admirers to reply that he actually wanted to give 
----------~~----------~~~~------
1 
Humbert, 02• ci~· 
2~gene Di vini t,y School;, ![~ Annual Catalogu~, 1903-19040 
3 Benton, O£o ci~· 
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mature reflection ·to all inquiries. 111 
President Sanderson sought to protect his students from 
vmat he thought was doctrinal error. 11Iany books which came to him 
were never put in the library because of their tenetso He did his 
best to keep the students from being exposed to the theories of 
"modernism". 2 
Theologically, the President could be classified a conservative 
as it was understood in that day. There were three ''enemies" to the 
Chrj_stian religion against which he launched an attack at anytime: 
modernism, ecclesiasticism and destructive criticism. These were 
"fighting" words. He believed firmly in the Restorat:i.on Movement. 
He w-as so forceful in that belief that it accountH considerably for 
t.he pouring in of funds to the College from churches and individuals , 
who beJieved in the Christian Church.3 To safeguard his School, 
his students and his church he picked his men by himself and this 
caused h:im to be dictatorial in his attitude in doctrinal matt.ers 
at faculty meetingso4 He opposed open membership and any trend which 
led away from his concept of the Restoration Movemento It was his 
firm beJief that churches should be ref erred to as Churches of 
Christ. His disappoint.ment vras great when "Disciples of Christ" 
became the registered name of the Brotherhood. 
In opposition to certain trends in the Brotherhood which 
he .felt were leaning away from the principles of the Restoration 
1Humbert, oE• cit. 
2rntervlew with Dr. E.R.. Moon, retired missionary, Springfield, 
Oregon, November 17, 1956. 
3Hoven, 9P• cit. 4~1l'yers, .OE• cit., November lJ..i., 19560 
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Movement, and against his "three enemies 11 he tried to build up a 
counter-force by a chain of Colleges which would turn out a ministry 
.firmly rooted in those things which he believed would perpetuate 
the principles of the Restoration.1 The editor of the Christian 
~dard remarked: 
No man among us has rendered a greater service for the restoration 
in this generation than has President Sanderson., .. o • • • • • • o 
••••('•••o••••eeeee•e••••e••o••••• 
The simple faith of Sanderson malrns him an always welco1:i.e speaker, 
and his genial, kindly attitude toward the brotherhood in all 
i·ts bigness and its bickering has made him immune from severe 
criticism. He has been content to render a big service in a 
simple humble way.2 ' 
No better resuJne of his basic position can be given than his 
outline printed on a slide which he used Ylherever he went to lecture 
for the Bible Univers:ity. 
EUGENE BIBLE UNIVERSITY 
and 
INTERNATIONAL BIBLE MISSION 
stand for 
The BibJical Doctrine of the Diety of Christ, including His 
Lordship and Atonement, and that only the blood of Jesus 
Christ can cleanse from sin. 
The Divine Inspiration and Supreme Authority of the Holy 
Scriptures. 
The Autonomy (right of seif-government) of the local Churches 
of Christ. 
211Premier Talent, n Christian Standard, July 31, 1926, P• 70. 
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Christian Un:i. ty and Bible Christianity as taught by the Di vine 
Christ, and revealed in the Inspired and Sacred Scriptures. 
The Maintenance of a high standard of morals and the recognition 
of God and His Word in our Public Schools. 
The Christian Americanization o.f the Immigrants within the Gates 
of Our Nationo 
The Speedy and fai..thful evangelization of the Whole World vtl th 
the pure New Testament Gospelol 
'l'he Bible University President wrote two small books. One, 
however, was, in the main, a bound portion of the larger and was 
called~ ~,nglish Bible. In his Bi~~ Histoix Studies he presents 
a compilation of articles, papers and lectures which weri:i run :i.n the 
School paper over a period of yearso The design is easily followed. 
Ee begins vri th the Bible as the textbook of C:hristian:i tyo He 
considered it as the final recorded authority for all religious 
truth. Follovring those three chapters be gives three more to the 
ordinances and organization of the Church. From the Scriptures he 
brings to play the texts vrhich substantiate his position on these two 
subjectso From ·there he proceeds in four chapters to the internal 
and external conflicts in history against the Scriptures and the 
Church. The last quarter of the book is concerned viith the relation 
of the Bible, the Church and the historical conflict as they are 
found in t.he person of Christ. In this section t.he supreme Lord-
lcopied from slide ovmed by Elmer Patterson, Turner, Oregon. 
, ___ _ 
t 
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ship of Christ is upheld. All history centers in Christ and His 
death. In the Cross of Christ is the source of reconciliation of all 
men to one another and of men to God.. The sacrifice of our Lord is 
the "life-center of the world, 11 and the kingdoms of the world wTlll 
become Christ' s kingdom when men ackncnvledge God 1 s gift and love as 
expressed in the Crossol 
It i;.rould not be just to call Dr .. Sanderson a "biblical 
1i teraJistn -v;ho considered the Scriptures as furnishing evecy detail 
in practice and polity. Some things would give that impression though. 
He insisted that in observing the Lord's Supper the bread and cup be 
served separately with time bet·ween given to a prayer by an eldero 
Although he was not consistent in his dogmatic stand since he worshipped 
in churches vrhere that partieular form was not observed he would not 
give ground on his basic contention. This stand led to the resj.gnation 
of A.L. Crim, pastor of the First Christian Church, Eugene, Oregon in 
which SCIDderson was an elder. Most of the students of the College 
worshipped in the First Church and the President contended that it 
would confuse his students to teach them one thing in school and 
practice another in worship. Many inconsistencies were pointed out 
i.n his posit.ion but Sanderson had taken a stand and would not back 
down even though wronge Mr. Cr:im resigned because he would not 
concede to the autocratic influence of the President over the elder-
lE..'ugene c .. Sanderson, Our English Bible (Eugene, Oregon: 
Church and School Publishing Co., 1912), and 
Eugene c. Sanderson, Bible and History Studi_e:_s (Eugene, Oregon: 
Church and School Publishing Co., 1912) • 
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ship of the Church on the issue.1 This incident illustrates a per-
sona1ity trait more than theological position. 
He venerated both the riri tten VTord of God itself and its 
intrinsic mesm1ge e A former student, in his ovm vrords, tells of 
an incident v1hich gives vi vld insight to his reverence of the 
Scriptureso 
The occasion was just before chapel periode A. clock on the 
vrall had either stopped or was not keeping timee One of the 
students dt•tw1 a chair beneath the clock and attc'l!lPted to reach 
it. He Gould not do soo He then took the large pulpit Bible 
and placed it on the chair and stood upon it. At that moment 
Dr., Sanderson entered., He saw the student standing on the Biblee 
He was literally livjd with intense indignationo With the most 
preemptor-.1 command he almost shouted, 1 get dovm 1 • He then in an 
impassioned voice spoke of the act as one of desecration.2 
A series of articles which he wrote in the Christi.an Journal 
·were designed to elevate the Scriptures to a position of supreme 
significance in the minds of his readers., The series was called 
"'l'he Wonderful Book"., Titles of the indi vldual articles were clearly 
explanatory of their content: "What Great Men Have Said About the 
Book," "Plan and Supremacy of the Bible, 11 "Inspiration of the Scr:Lp-
tures," 11 Is the Influence of the Bible Waning?" 11 '1'he Bible in Early 
Days of England," and "Origin and Preservation of the Bible. 113 The 
lptilJ5.ps, _Qp o cit., and pamphlet by Grims• 
2Phil1ips, op., cit .. 
3E.,C. Sanderson, 11what Great Men Have Said About the Book," 
Christian Journal, XIII (Jamiary 6, 1916), 4. 
E.Ce Sanderson, 11Plan and Sllpremacy of the Bible," ~·, 
XIII (January 13, 1916), 4e 
E.C. Sanderson, "Inspiration of' the Scriptures," ibid., 
XIII (January 20, 1916), 4o 
E.,c. Sanderson, "Is the Influence of the Bible Waning?" :bPid., 
XIII (January 27, 1916); 4. 
E.c. Sanderson, "The Bible in Early Days of England," ibi§.o, 
XIII (February 3, 1916):, 4o 
E.Co Sanderson, "Origin and Preservation of the Bible, 11 ibi£., 
XIII (February 10, 1916), 4e 
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Bible was not. a fet:ish but his devotion to it and the truth it con-
tained earned him the descriptive title 11 The Man of the Book". 
The instruction that was given to the students, his readers 
and listeners was "Brethren, let us think carefull,y before we commit 
ourselves to tendencies which might result in the overthrow of our 
plea for the absolute supremacy of the Word of God in doctrine and 
practice. 111 This principle he applied to specific items and to 
matters in generale 
No sketch of E~C. Sanderson vrould be complete ·without specific 
mention of his ethical ideals o Whatever blemish his censors pointed 
out in the incompatibility of his action with his standards, without 
exception it was in reference to management of his organization and 
not his personal life. He was so ardently detennined to do right 
that he tended to assume that what he did and the way he did it was, 
the1efore, right. His crowning feature was his spirit of good will 
toward allo He held tenaciously to his position in contest but held 
no grudge or resentment toward his anta.gonist. From Matto 7:122 he 
extracted twelve 111 wills" ·which embodied his interpretation of the 
Golden Rule in everyday human relations •. He excelled in all t11mlve. 
They were printed in the front of his book, Bible and History Studies, 
as well as in several issues of the School paper over the years. 
TWELVE I WILLS EXTRACTED FROM 
THE GOI.DEN RULE 
1E.c .. Sanderson, "Observance of the Lord's Supper, 11 Church 
and School, II (January 26, 1910), 8. 
American Standard Versione 
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By Pres. E. c .. Sanderson 
I vrlll not speak evil of anyone. 
I vdD. not criticize any person against whom I am prejudiced. 
I will restrain my tongue when I am angry .. 
I vrlll withhold my vmrds when I have a doubt as to my motive 
in speakingo 
I vrlll not be a "tale bearer .. " I vrill not tell or repeat 
anything that vdll make unkind feelings between people' or that 
will create prejudice .. 
I vrlll try not to hear unkind or wrong things, and will do all 
in my pov.;er to discourage those who indulge in unkind words. 
I w:i..11 cultivate a habit of placing a charitable construction 
upon the words and conduct of my fellows. 
I vrlll do all in my power to help the weak, the erring and the 
distressedo 
I will cultivate.kindness of thought and expression in all 
my relations in lifeo 
I Yrill be clean in my words. 
Believing that everyone has some good quality or qualities, 
I vril1 look for the good and emulate it, and when I find evil, 
I vtlll pray that its possessor may be delivered from its povrer. 
In all things I will asoire to 11Walk in the Spirit, 11 that 
I may not 11Fuli~ill the lusts of the flesh • 111 
~res. E .. c. Sanderson, "Tvmlve I Wills Extracted from the 
Golden Rule, 11 Christian Journal, XII (January 22, 1920), 1. 
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CONCLUSION 
Eugene Sanderson had a postlude to his third of a century 
work at Eugene, Oregon. His resignation from Eugene Bible University 
was not the final curtain on his drama of life. Little is kno-vm 
of his efforts bet·ween the middle of 1929 to 1932· He was totally 
destitute of financial aid. Mrs. Sanderson had over the thirty 
years saved ~?10,000 for their latter yearso T'nis was the first to 
go when the School began to decl:i.ne.1 They had nothing, neither did 
they have any source of getting assistanceo 'The few places he could 
preach for a little subsistence were barely enough to meet the 
meager demands for food. But no complaint or lack of confidence 
was ever indicated., The Board of Trustees of the newly founded 
Eugene Bible College decided that he should be given a pension but 
it was never given. There were no funds available for it. The 
depressj_on was too widespread and severeo 
The summer of 1932 found Mr. and Mrs. Sanderson in Los Gatos, 
California looking for a location for a Bible College. He incorporated 
an organization knovm as the "Christian Evangels of God. 11 The first 
meeting of its Board of Directors was held in Los Gatos on September 
11, 1932. The purpose of this incorporation was to establish a 
Bible coD.egeo Desiring to locate ttadjacent11 to a sta.te university he 
lM •t 
.. :iyers, op • c:i.. • 
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moved to Berkeley on December 23, 1932 to be near the University of 
California. He had become acquainted with an elderly crippled man 
·who was interested in his ideas of a Bible college and who had a 
small and inexpensive piece of property next to the University. 
Sanderson was able to get a fevr students togethero He and his wife 
1i ved in one side of t.he building and classes were conducted in the 
remaining part,* 1 
Ci.rcumsta,nces did not lend themselves to continue at this 
residence. A move to the Elmhurst Christian Church at East Oakland 
was made on May 11, 1933 and classes began vtl th a small group of 
studentse Eugene Sanderson had no aversion to small beginningso He 
did not 11desp:ise the day of small things. 112 The classes did not 
continue for long. On September 23, 1933 the work was moved to 
San Jose, California with offices in the Porter Building. The 
following spring on April 4, 1934 a permanent location was acquired 
at .5th and San Carlos Streets in the same tovm across the street 
from San Jose State College. A chapel was planned and built between 
two of the older existing buildings and a. few classes were held.3 
His School ·was known as "Evangel University11 .4 
But Eugene Sanderson did not have the stamina of younger 
days. His advancing years, the death of his life 1 s companion on 
September 8, 1936 in Los Gatos, the lack of .finances and the urging 
of his creditors added up to too much for his strength. He resigned 
1Letter from William L. Jessup, President of San Jose Bible 
CoJlege, San Jose, California, September 11, 19.56. 
~Zech2.riah 4:10 .. 
3,Jessup, op. cit. 
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on January 22, 1939 and William L. Jessup was called to the work. 
His dire circumstances were scarcely realized by his friends. They 
learned since something of his financial desti tut:Lon. llis carriage 
still enmla:ted a spirit. of confidence and surety of the ultimate 
outcome of his plans and dreams., Neither did Sanderson ever lose 
his world-vride vision., The incorporation lavrs of his Evangels of 
God carried that view but there were elements which indicated that 
judgment. and reason had been distorted by age., He had proceeded 
beyond his time. The Evan.gel University had to be and vras reorganized 
and redesigned taking the name San Jose Bible College.l Shortly 
after, in the~ month of February 1939, he moved to Los Angeles and 
soon parted this life. Three of his friends, Jesse Kellems, Merle 
Applegate, and David Eo Olson aided in sending his body to Eugene, 
Oregon where me.morial services were held at the First, Christian 
Church by S., Earl Childers. He was buried next to his wife in Eugene, 
Oregon. 
There are few men who ever dreamed greater or vrho labored 
more devotedly to his life's purpose than did Eugene Sanderson. Four 
institutions stand today as a result of his initiatory and contri-
buting efforts. Their graduates are many• As of 1956 Northwest 
Christian College graduated 1162, San Jose Bible College 257, Man-
hattan Bible College 263, and Minneapolis Bible College 41/.i. He place<l 
his stamp upon the educational trends of his time that will no doub't 
stay through historyo He saw .fru.· beyond the reality of the present. 
Today the city of Eugene, Oregon has expanded to occupy every inch of 
lrbid., September 11, 1956. 
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Sanderson's City Outlook Addition. But he was twenty-five years 
too soon. 
The national economic collapse of 1929 and i'ollovring years 
caused not only Bible colleges to fail. The list of business 
institutions, investments, schools and enterprises both private and 
public which 1n:mt d.ovm in that period of lllnerican history is stagger-
ing., The failtl.l"e of the world-wide venture of Eugene Sanderson was 
not due to poor financial judgment but to a wholesale bankruptcy of 
a nation. However, he had assmned so nruch responsib:ili ty that men 
and women who were caught vrith investments in the University v1hich 
could not be paid could pin-point one personality as being responsible. 
It is inevitable that human nature seeks to ident.:ify the blame of 
failure on a persone 
In spite of the financial losses, there were certain spiritual 
forces which were turned loose which will ever survive any material 
disaster that comes to earth., It is impossible t.o divide from the 
great stream of the history of the Christian Church in the last half 
century the influences which this devoted soul made upon the Brother-
hood.. All over the vmrld is a netvrork of established missions, 
schools and churches imich exist because of his ruling passion.. Only 
a. partial list of those who have led in adventurous undertakings in 
the Christian Churches "Vri.11 astound the imagination oi' how much can 
be said to be ·t..11e result of E.G .. Sanderson's vision. Graduates of 
Eugene Bible University vrho became or are teachers and presidents of 
Bible colleges are: David c. Kellems (1902), Eugene Bible University 
teacher; Vfotor Eo Hoven (1902), Eugene Bible University and Northv;est 
Christian College teacher,; Frank E. Billinton (1901), Phillips 
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Univet>s:tty teacher; Charles H. Phillips (1922), founder of Albert~ 
Bible College and Pres:i.dent of Puget Som1d Bible College; Ward A. 
Rice (1925), Northwest Christian College teacher,; Thomas H •. Johnson 
(1928) President of Manhattan Bible College; William L. ,Jessup (1930) 
President of San Jose Bible College; Walter E .. Stram (1928), President 
of Dakota Bible College; So Earl Childers (1911), Eugene Bible Uni-
vers:l:ty teacher. Some :missionaries of note vrho came from Eugene Bible 
University are: Mr .. and I'!Jrs. David A. Byerlee, Hattie Po Uitchell, 
and Gold.i.e Ruth Wells to the Belgium Congo; Charles H. Richards to 
South Africa; Edna Vihipple Gish and .James H. Mccallum to China; Grace 
Farnham, Maude Madden and Kenneth Hendricks to Japan; Stephen Ell.iot 
to Jam.a:ica; James Willis Hale to the Philippines and President of 
Manila Bible Collegeo 
The dozens of m:inisters and evangelists who sat in his classes 
and caught the tone of his disciplined dedication t.hank him over and 
over again for what he gave them. Time cannot erase the impact which 
he made upon ·the Brotherhood in which he believed and for which he 
spent bis life.. Some may question the advisability of an educational 
institution being committed to and connected vd t,h an evangelistic 
and benevolent program. But, no one can doubt t.he power.ful evangelistic 
influence of the School's graduates from the Mississippi to the 
Pacii'ic nor deny the compassion expressed in the Homes of the Aged 
and unfortunates v1ho other;dse would have been forgotten. 
Much of the vrlsdom of Sanderson 1 s actions did not bear 
clearly visible fruit until a generation passed. That, t.he Girl's and 
Boy's and Old People's Homes were sold to pay the bond holdnrs and 
debts of the School has not negated the demand :for such instituli:i.ons 
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under Christian leaderso There could well be more todayo 'rha·t; 
Pacific Christian Hospital was purchased by the Roman Catholic Church 
to be able to meet obLi..gations during the financial crash has never 
disallOi'md the advisability of its .founding., 'l'he recent expansion 
of the original facilities to cover one half a city block is concrete 
evldence to the contraryo But no defense needs to be made for his 
life or his endeavors., 
Looking over passed history from the promontory of the present, 
Sanderson's driving determination forced into twelve years what 
should have ·taken fiftyo As someone facetiously said, "He tried to 
do too nn.ich and succeededo 11 
"And your young men shall see visions, and your old men shall 
dream. dreams, 11 quoted the Apostle Peter on the day of Pentecost 0 1 
They saw and dreamed because the Spirit of God was "poured out" upon 
themo Christendom has progressed and been sustained because of men 
VTho saw the needs of htunani ty, drea.11ed of what could be done and 
by the power of the Spirit proceeded to do it., By this method each 
generation has had the heritage of the plnn of Divlne redemption 
given to them.. In this era of human history there is a great segment 
of the Brotherhood of Christian Churches, how many is unknovm, vrho 
07Te their redemption and Christian education directly and indirectly 
·to the vision, dreams and spiritual fortitude of Eugene Claremont 
Sanderson .. 
lActs 2: 170 
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APPENDIX 
As a convenience to the reader an appendix made up of a 
chronology of important dates and events has been recorded. Some 
historical discrepancy might be assumed from the use of certain termso 
The names "Dean Sanderson, 11 "President Sanderson," "The Dean," 
"Dr. Sonders on, 11 et.c .. , are used interchangeably regardless of the 
period under which his life is treated. This is due to the use that 
his associates who are now living make of these ternls o The title 
they give to him is a result of some particular relation with him 
under a particular time and that name has stayed with them. 
'l'echnically, from a historical standpoint, those who refer to Dro 
Sanderson as 11Dean11 after he became President are wrong. However, 
the author of this dissertation has not corrected all such references .. 
1'he same situation exists in reference to the school which 
Sanderson founded. The continuity of the school from one generation 
to the next has resulted in some referring to it as the 11Bible 
UniV'e:rsity" prior to the time that the institution became officially 
knovm by that name. 
Born in Ohic ., 
Took teaching position for six month.:. 
Entered Oskaloosa College 
Graduated from Oskaloosa College 
First pastorate 
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March 2L., 1859 
1876 
1!377 
1882 
1882-1883 
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Enter,~d Yale Di v.in:L ty School 
I'!Tarried 
Came to Washington as evangelist 
Established church in Colfax 
Rc-"Jad paper on education in Waitsburg 
Establ:i.shed church in VancouV'Jr 
P·astors :Ln Olym:iia 
Established church :Ln Pullman 
Entered and graduated from Drake University 
vrj_th B.D. 
Entared and graduated from University of 
Chicago w:L th Bachelor of Sacred Theology 
Became minister First Christian Church, 
Portland, Oregon 
Hesigned from First Church and goes to 
Eugene, Oregon 
Opened Eugene D:L vlni ty School 
First. building built and dedicated 
Divlnity School became Bible University 
Organized the International Bible Mission 
Incorporated Bible Vforld Evangel 
Resigned as President of E.B .. TJ. 
Organized Christian EvangelG of God in 
Los Gatos 
Relocated at East Oakland 
Noved to San Jose 
Mrs. Sanderson died 
Resigned .from San Jose 
Death 
1883 
August 20, 1885 
1887 
March 18, 1888 
Oc"l;ober 10-lli, 1889 
December 23, 1890 
Spring, 1891 
April, 1892 
1892-,June, 1893 
1893-June, 1894 
Smmnor, 1894 
Summer, 1895 
October 6, 1895 
October 31, 1897 
May 7, 1908 
1923 
March, 1928 
August 8, 1929 
September 11, 1932 
May 11, 1933 
September 23, 1933 
September 8, 1936 
Jarl:u.ary 22, 1939 
February, 1939 
